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cover look

SCARLETT’S COVER STYLE:
To get Scarlett’s look, use these
products by L’Oréal Paris. Apply
True Match Super-Blendable
Powder in Light Ivory. Brush True
Match Super-Blendable Blush in
Innocent Flush on apples of cheeks. Dust HIP
High Intensity Pigments Bright Shadow Duo
in Flare on lids from lashlines to creases.
Thinly line top and bottom lashes with
Microliner Ultra Fine Lining Pencil in Brownie
Point. Coat lips once with Colour Juice Sheer
Juicy Lip Gloss in Peaches-n-Crème. Scarlett
is wearing: Dress by Maticevski. Earrings by
Helen Ficalora. Necklace by Roxanne Assoulin
for Lee Angel. Fashion Stylist: Nicole Chavez.
Hair: David Babaii. Makeup: Matthew
Vanleeuwen. PHOTOS: Ruven Afanador.
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Okay, I admit that we’re a
little model-obsessed at Seventeen these days. In
this issue we’ve got the winner of our Reader Model
Contest (page 132) and contestants from America’s Next Top Model
(page 76). Can you blame us for indulging in a little model worship?
After all, they seem to have the most glamorous lives: They have
perfect skin, they wear the most incredible clothes, they hang out
with beautiful people (like hot guy models!), and they get to travel
to the coolest places on earth! Now I’m not going to bore you
with the details of the unglamorous side of it all: how hard it is to
become a model, how slim the odds are that you can make a real
living at it, or how warped parts of the industry are behind the
scenes. (Check out the scary report on page 146 about how skinny
models have become, and how damaging it is to them and to you.)
I know none of that stuff would make you less interested in
models, because we all want what they seem to have: a pictureperfect life. But here’s the secret—your life can be even more
amazing. You can put on gorgeous clothes (like the cute outfits
on page 124) and actually get to keep them. You can have perfect
skin (check out page 70) without it being your job to look flawless. And you
can hang out with hot guys because you’re a cool girl—not because someone’s
paying them to pose with you. What I really love about models is that they help
us imagine our most wonderful life. All we
have to do is go get the real thing! Tell
me what you want most out of your life
at ann@seventeen.com.

more than just a pretty face!
Want someone to look up to? These models have made it big beyond the runway.

These pics were
auctioned to
help tsunami
victims!

mcova
Petra Ne T

ACTIVIS

Petra founded the Happy
Hearts Fund, a charity
that helps children who
are victims of natural
disasters. (She survived
the tsunami in 2004.)

Iman

ENTREPRENEUR
Iman is the founder and
CEO of IMAN Cosmetics,
Skincare and Fragrances,
which creates makeup
for multicultural skin
tones. (The first company
of its kind, it sold $12
million worth of makeup
in its first year!)

m
Heidi Klu

MOGUL

Heidi is the host and
executive producer of
Project Runway—not
to mention a painter,
clothing designer, and
singer. (She released
a CD single in her native
Germany last year!)

ANN : STEPHEN DANELIAN. NEMCOVA : GET T Y IMAGES. IMAN : ASSOCIATED PRESS. KLUM : GET T Y IMAGES.

My mom
hates it
when I don’t
smile in pics!
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MEET OUR READER EDITORS!
S TA R S

“Celebs
are the
best convo
starters.
Keep that
in mind
when you
want
to chat up a hottie. It
works!” –nada, 20,
oakville, on, canada

“WHO’S THE PERFECT GIRL?”
(PAGE 96)

N
FA SH IO

R E A L L IF

E

“I love real stories—we can’t
be afraid to learn what’s
truly going on in the world.”
–kate, 18, plymouth, wi
“THE DIRTY TRUTH ABOUT GIRLS
WHO GOSSIP!” (PAGE 110)

N
FA SH IO

“Celebrities
set the
style—but
it’s up to
us to find it for less!”
–laura, 22, dover, de
“STEAL CELEB STYLE” (PAGE 42)

“Fashion is the most fun way to express
yourself—you can make yourself
over and be someone new every
day of the week!”
–nicole, 23, san jose, ca
“WALK THIS WAY!” (PAGE 28)

H E A LT H

“I think
food can
be tasty
and good
for you!
It’s so important
for us to learn
how to take
care of
our bodies.”
–shelina, 17,
arcadia, ca
“WANT TO VEG OUT?” (PAGE 92)

STILL LIFES: PHILIP FRIEDMAN/STUDIO D. JESSICA ALBA : ASSOCIATED PRESS. PARIS AND NICKY HILTON :
SETH BROWARNIK/WIREIMAGE.COM.

These five winners of the Reader Editor Contest caught our eye with their unique and creative entries!
Look for their contributions throughout this issue.
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SAVE THAISR
CALENDIN
TO W !
IN MAY

sunday

monday

rse
Win Conkveers
snea LE’s!
like NICO

Kick off your old shoes and slip into a brand-new pair! Visit
seventeen.com every day in May for your chance to win.

tuesday

1

High-top
Chucks from

CONVERSE
{kick }

wednesday thursday

2

3

Plaid peep-toe
stilettos from Bakers
{sashay }

6
Red slingback
wedges from Bakers
{stomp }

13
Chocolate-brown
ﬂip-ﬂops from Bernardo
{slide }

20
Pink skull
slip-ons from Draven
{mosh }

27
Navy bandanna ﬂats
from Rocket Dog
{hike }

7
Striped athletic
ﬂats from Gola
{march }

14
Teal heart-and-bow
ﬂats from Delia’s
{skip }

21
Red Restricted
ballet ﬂats from
lovemyshoes.com
{twirl }

28
Camouﬂage ﬂats
from Soda
{combat }

8

9

Skull ﬂip-ﬂops from
DVS Shoe Company
{saunter }

15
Lilac Mary Jane
sneakers from Tsubo
{chase }

22
Navy polka-dot ﬂats
from BC Footwear
{dash }

29

WORTH

$110!

Rainbow wedge
platforms from Klub Nico
{groove }

16

4

Star slingback
ﬂats from Delia’s
{jump }

10

Magenta slip-ons
from Etnies Girl
{stroll }

WORTH

$188!

Floral peep-toe
platform stilettos from
Sergio Zelcer
{pace }

23
Floral slingback
ﬂats from Report
{sprint }

30
Tokyo ﬂats
from Rocket Dog
{spin }

friday

Yellow stilettos
from Alloy
{strut }

17
Maroon ﬂats
from Draven
{leap }

24
Plaid platforms
from Rocket Dog
{wander }

31
Plaid ﬂats
from Report
{walk }

Zebra-striped
ﬂats from Me Too
{shimmy }

saturday

5
Gold sandals
from Bernardo
{glide }

11

12

Green peep-toe slingback
ﬂats from Me Too
{prance }

Leopard peep-toe
ﬂats from BC Footwear
{twist }

18

19

Khaki slip-ons
from Unionbay
{jog }

25
White polka-dot sneakers
from Etnies Girl
{run }

Yellow peep-toe
Classiﬁed platforms
from lovemyshoes.com
{stand }

26
Pink checkerboard
slip-ons from Vans
{rush }

HOW TO ENTER:
Starting on May 1, log on to
seventeen.com/freebies daily and
type in the Freebie Word of the Day
{in red} to be eligible to win that
day’s prize. But hurry—each Freebie
will be live for just 24 hours,
beginning at 12 A.M. EDT. Winners will
be posted online the next weekday
by 10 A .M. EDT. Go to seventeen.com/
freebies or page 153 for details.

ALL STILL LIFES: COURTESY OF COMPANIES. RICHIE: DEVAN/INFGOFF.COM.

Nicole Richie

SNEAKERS,
FLATS &
HEELS
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think!
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lking
are taout !
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Here’s what you liked
(okay . . . and didn’t like!)
about our March issue.

WORDS THAT HEAL
WANT MOORE?
I literally jumped for joy
when I saw Mandy on the
cover! It’s great that you
featured someone who is not in the
news every night for her personal
problems. I love Mandy and the fact
that she’s real. She’s inspiring
because she fully accepts her body.
When I think, Gosh, I wish I were a
size 2, I realize that your size
doesn’t determine if you are going to
become somebody. Thanks!
brooke, 15, cut off, la
I can’t believe you put Mandy Moore
in your March issue. Here she is,
putting down Nicole Richie to get
attention, and then she goes and
dates Nicole’s ex for the same
reason. All that girl wants is
publicity—but the truth is, her
15 minutes of fame are up.
schylar, 16, corsicana, tx

NTH
COMMENT OF THE MO
STEPHANY

I want to thank you for
including the article “Words
That Hurt” in your March
issue. I had been in a very similar
relationship for the last several
months and was dying to get out,
but I didn’t know where to start.
Like Sara, I needed extra help
from someone besides my family
and friends. When I saw the
loveisrespect.org site at the
bottom of the page, I immediately
went to it for more information. Turns
out, I was in an emotionally abusive
relationship with strong potential for
physical abuse. I chatted online with
someone and received
help. This abuse
WEB EXTRA
happens way more
Tell us
what you th
ink of
often than people
this issue
at
sev
ent
een
.co
think it does. Your
m/ma
We’re all ears il.
!
article has probably
saved me from a lot
of physical and emotional pain in the
future. Thank you.
kristie, 17, kansas city, mo

I have many friends
from different cultures.
When I saw the article
“Don’t Judge Me,” I felt
more connected to
my peers. Thank you.

MOORE: BRIAN BOWEN SMITH.

(myspace.com/watcheseverything)

2/19/07 10:23 P.M.

Want to see your face in Seventeen? Go to
myspace.com/seventeen_magazine, add
us to your friend list, and post a comment!

TURN for more letters!

17 UPDATE
Last July, Seventeen ran a
story (right) about 19-yearold Suzanne Gonzales, a girl
who took her own life after
getting encouragement to
do so from an online suicide
support group. Suzanne’s
parents have been working hard since her death to make
sure another family won’t have to endure the same pain
they have. On February 22 their congressman introduced the
Suzanne Gonzales Suicide Prevention Act of 2007. The
Gonzales family will continue lobbying, and they hope to
one day see Suzanne’s bill passed into law.

BROTHERLY LOVE
Thank you, Seventeen, for the
opportunity you gave me to be in
February’s “The Best Bargain Cuts”
story. While you were setting up
places for me to
get my hair cut, my
brother, Ryan, was
battling cancer.
Ryan knew that my
dream is to become
a model. One day I
was on your Web site
showing him all the different
contests and ways a reader
can be in the magazine. He
told me that sending in a
submission couldn’t hurt,
but I never did. Little did I know, Ryan
would send one in for me. He was
so determined to see my dreams
come true. I got your call after school
one day and was super-confused
and surprised about how I got this
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17 wireless poll


Have you ever had a crush
on your guy’s friend?

76% yes
24% no

wonderful chance to be in
the magazine. Ryan was
so happy for me.
Unfortunately he passed
away on December 1, and
even though he didn’t
see me in Seventeen,
the story is a reminder
of what an incredible
guy Ryan truly was.
My brother did
everything he
could to get the
word out about
childhood cancer.
He was the
Her brother, Ryan,
with Lance Armstrong.
spokesperson for
the Time to Fly
Walk/Run, and an honorary chair for
Relay For Life, and he did numerous
commercials for childhood cancer
awareness and so much more. His
story touched many famous actors,
singers, and athletes too. Alanis
Morissette visited Ryan and was so
moved by him that she gave my
brother her guitar. John Ondrasik from
Five for Fighting asked fans to pray
for Ryan. Even Lance Armstrong
found Ryan’s story so inspirational
that he requested to meet my
brother! I hope that Ryan’s dream
one day comes true: to find a cure
for childhood cancer.
alicia, 17, eden prairie, mn

17 FYI

You can help make Ryan’s dream
of a cure a reality! For more information,
contact the American Cancer Society
by calling 800-ACS-2345 or by logging
on to cancer.org.

B

show off

your

shoes!

When you get new shoes,
you need the perfect outfit to
go with them. These tips
will make you look cute—
from toe to head!
TH E TR EN D

patterned
slip-ons
Play with patterns,
but make sure only
your shoes have
a bright print, so you
don’t look nutty!

tank Sizes XXS–L, So Low,
$56, solowstyle.com.
capris Sizes 2–16, Arizona by
JCPenney, $34, JCPenney.
bracelets Forever 21,
$4 for set of six, Forever 21
stores and forever21.com.
belt Sizes S–XL, Kmart,
$10, Kmart stores.
shoes Sizes 5–13, Payless
Airwalk, $18, select
Payless ShoeSource stores
and payless.com.

022

PHOTOS: DAVID ROEMER. SIT TINGS EDITOR : JESSICA MORIBER. HAIR : RIAD A Z AR FOR FORD ARTISTS NYC. MAKEUP: VIKTORIJA BOWERS FOR NARS/CIT Y ARTISTS MANAGEMENT. MANICURE: YUKO WADA FOR PRITI ORGANIC SPA. ON ASHLEY: (“PAT TERNED SLIP- ONS”)
NECKL ACE, GIRLPROPS; (“BRIGHT SANDALS”) BRACELET, CL AIRE’S; (“PATENT SLINGBACKS”) NECKL ACE, FOREVER 21; BELT, MODEL’S OWN ; (“METALLIC WEDGES”) BRACELET, FOREVER 21.

fashion

OE
SLH
OWOUT!

WEB EXTRA

Do celeb
choose th e s
rig
shoes? Rate ht
th eir looks at
seventeen.com/sho
es.

TH E TR EN D

bright
sandals
Wear accessories in
the same color
as your shoes to
coordinate your
look in a playful way.

“

Shoes can
instantly
change your
whole vibe—
they either
make or
break an
outfit!

tunic Sizes XS–L,
Victoria’s Secret PINK,
$27, vspink.com.
jeans Sizes 25–32,
Soundgirl, $58,
karmaloop.com.
necklaces Forever 21,
$6 each, both at
Forever 21 stores and
forever21.com.
belt Sizes S–L, Wet Seal,
$11, Wet Seal stores.
shoes Sizes 6–10,
Delia’s, $34, delias.com.

”

–ashley, 18

TH E TR EN D

patent
slingbacks
Work these
flashy heels with
laid-back pieces—
so you look
sweetly sexy.

TH E TR EN D

metallic
wedges
Feel free to mix
metallic tones (like
gold shoes with a
bronze belt) to
make a simple outfit
partyworthy!
tank Sizes XS–L,
To the Max, $88,
select Dillard’s.
shorts Sizes 0–13,
Rampage, $36,
rampage.com.
necklaces Gold
necklace, $3, and
leaf necklace, $6,
both Forever 21,
Forever 21 stores
and forever21.com.
belt Sizes S–L,
Capelli New York,
$12, 800-789-9091.
shoes Sizes 6–10,
Charlotte Russe, $23,
Charlotte Russe stores.

shirt Sizes S–L, Soundgirl,
$48, thegiantpeach.com.
skirt Sizes 0/1–13/14,
Rue21, $20, Rue21 stores.
bracelets Claire’s,
$3 each, both at select
Claire’s stores.
shoes Sizes 6–11, Sbicca,
$30, Goody’s stores and
shopgoodys.com.

fashion

SHOE BLOWOUT!

the runway report
Life can seem like one big catwalk—so make sure you’re wearing great shoes!
These designer-y styles are as cute as they are affordable.
Try bold leopard
print
with bright, solid
-colored
clothes!
leopard-print
Sizes 5–10,
Charles Albert,
$20, Urban
Outfitters stores

WIN!

BEHNAZ SARAFPOUR

patent
Sizes 6–10,
Shiekh, $30,
shiekhshoes.com

The sharp
shape
of this shoe
balances a
swingy coat.

t-strap
thongs

ADAM + EVE

Th e lit tle
jew els make
th ese th on gs
dressier.

024

WIN!

These superflat soles
make ultrashort
shorts
look cute—not
trashy!

GO TO SEVENTEEN.COM/FREEBIES OR PAGE 153 FOR DETAILS.

buckled
Sizes 5–11, Aldo, $80,
aldoshoes.com

metallic
Sizes 5–10,
Bamboo, $27,
gojane.com

jeweled
Sizes 5–11, Marc
Fisher, $69, Macy’s

studded
Sizes 5½–11, Oh . . .
Deer!, $85,
shopkitson.com

TURN for more shoes!

STILL LIFES : KEVIN SWEENEY/STUDIO D ; PHILIP FRIEDMAN/STUDIO D. STILL LIFES ST YLIST: CHRISTINA HURLEY. BEHNA Z SARAF POUR : ( RUNWAY) MCV PHOTO ; (INSET) IMA X TREE.COM. ADAM + EVE: MCV PHOTO.

pointy
f lats

fashion

SHOE BLOWOUT!

peep-toe
platforms

suede
Sizes 5–11, Nine West,
$79, Nine West stores
and ninewest.com

WEB EXTRA

What’s yo
shoe personaur
Take the qu lity?
seventeen.com/quiz at
izzes.

Th e wo ven sole
gives th ese black
heels a lig hter,
summer y feel!

shiny
Sizes 5–11, Guess?
Shoes, $110, guess.com

This ladylike
peep-toe style
works perfectly
with a
pretty dress.

striped
Sizes 5½–10, Bumper,
$21, gojane.com

lace-up
espadrilles

yellow
Sizes 5½–10,
Classified, $26,
mandee.com

navy
Sizes 6–11½,
Mossimo for
Target, $25,
Target stores

HERMÈS

These shoes
look great
both at the
beach and on
the street!

026

red
Sizes 5½–10,
Rampage Footwear,
$60, rampage.com

WIN!

GO TO SEVENTEEN.COM/FREEBIES OR PAGE 153 FOR DETAILS.

Wrap the laces ar
ou
your ankles only— nd
tying
them all the way
up your
legs looks ch ee
sy!

DIANE VON FURSTENBERG : ( MAIN) MCV PHOTO ; (INSET) IMA X TREE.COM. HERMÈS: ( MAIN) MCV PHOTO ; (INSET) IMA X TREE.COM.

DIANE VON FURSTENBERG

WIN!

fashion

SHOE BLOWOUT!

walk this way!

R E A DER EDIT

OR

“I love heels, but
wearing them was
a nightmare. I got
us some help!” –nicole, 23

Ready to rock your high heels with grace and confidence? Here’s how.

POSTURE

STEPS

MOVEMENT

DON’T
take long
steps or you’ll
lose your
balance.

“

With really
high heels,
I always use
thin heel
insoles to
keep my feet
from sliding
forward!

sh oulders
back

STRIDE

”

–christine, 20

DON’T
step with toes
first—your
heel is more
secure!

how-to: Keep your head

high, and arch your back a
bit. (Don’t lean forward!)

READER

how-to: Put your foot down how-to: Move hips slightly how-to: Take smaller steps
heel first, then shift weight to
the ball of your foot.

from side to side—like
you’re using a Hula Hoop.

EDITOR–

T E ST E D
1 chunky heel
shoes Sizes 5–11,
Nine West, $79,
Nine West stores
and ninewest.com

!

WEB EXTRA

brin g
“Th e pla tforms
my
up th e front of
feet so th e heels
h.”
don’t feel so hig

Tall girls wear heels too!

Want mor
Se e tons of e?
othe
cute he els at r

3 ankle strap

seventeen.com/
heels.

shoes Sizes 6–10, Forever
21, $23, Forever 21 stores
and forever21.com

“The straps
cure the shoes
se
2 platform
to my feet—
shoes Sizes 5–11, Colin
they ’re easy to
Stuart for Victoria’s Secret
dance in! ”

Catalogue, $69, Victoria’s
Secret Catalogue and
victoriassecret.com
ick heels feel

“Th
I’m
sturdy—not like
!”
walking on stilts

028

than usual, feet angled a bit
away from each other.

17 EXPERTS: Camilla Morton, author of How to Walk in High Heels: The Girl’s Guide to Everything (Hyperion, 2006);
J. Alexander, runway coach and judge on the current and previous cycles of America’s Next Top Model.

Nicole
Kidman and
Keith Urban

HEEL, YEAH!
Even if your guy is shorter
than you, don’t be
afraid to wear heels!

RE AL- GIRL PHOTOS AND STILL LIFES: PHILIP FRIEDMAN/STUDIO D. SIT TINGS EDITOR : JESSICA MORIBER. HAIR AND MAKEUP: TONYA NOL AND FOR MARK EDWARD INC. ON CHRISTINE: DRESS, ANDREW & CO ;
E ARRINGS, ICING ; BELT, FOREVER 21; BRACELETS, CL AIRE’S; SHOES, BAKERS FOOT WE AR. KIDMAN AND URBAN : ERIC CHARBONNE AU/WIREIMAGE.COM.

lead with
your hips

fashion

SHOE BLOWOUT!

the cutest sneakers
The secret to looking your best is pretty “sneaky.”
But here are 15 ways to help you figure it out!

WEB EXTRA

What pair do
like best? Vo you
te
your favorit for
e
sneakers at

seventeen.com/
shoebox.

WIN!

WIN!

Scarlett
Johansson
helped
design
these!

WIN!
Tap into your in
ne r
rocker with ta tt
oo in spired graphic
s.
1

WIN!

15

2

1. striped
Sizes 6–11, K-Swiss,
14
$65, finishline.com.
2. jungle Sizes 3–13, Converse,
3
$60, converse.com. 3. red Sizes 5–12,
Scarlett “Hearts” RBK for Reebok, $85,
reebok.com. 4. city Sizes 6–11, L.A.M.B.
Footwear, $99, lambshoes.com.
13
5. Velcro Sizes 4–14 (unisex), Onitsuka Tiger,
4
$80, onitsukatiger.com. 6. woven Sizes
5–11, DVS Shoe Company, $54, zappos.com.
7. turquoise Sizes 4–11, Etnies Girl, $59,
etniesgirl.com. 8. illustrated Sizes 6–11, Nike,
$50, Finish Line stores and finishline.com.
9. hip-hop Sizes 5–10, Adidas Respect ME by
12
Missy Elliott, $80, shopadidas.com. 10. nylon
5
Sizes 5–11, Diesel, $85, diesel.com and zappos
.com. 11. silver Sizes 6–10, Gola, $200,
800-979-GOLA. 12. skulls Sizes 5–11, Vans,
$40, vans.com. 13. tattooed Sizes 5–11,
Red by Marc Ecko, $65, soholab.com.
11
6
14. elastic Sizes 5–11, Kangaroos,
$60, select Macy’s and zappos
.com. 15. patchwork
Sizes 5–11, Keds, $45,
10
keds.com.
7

Check out
this limitededition
color
combo!

9

WIN!
Go re tro—th
e
Velc ro tota
lly
brin gs
back th e ‘8
0s!

WIN!

8

WIN!
WIN!

WIN!

030

WIN!

GO TO SEVENTEEN.COM/FREEBIES OR PAGE 153 FOR DETAILS.

This pair adds
an adorable touc
h
to a solid cami
and denim mini.

WIN!

STILL LIFES: KEVIN SWEENEY/STUDIO D. STILL LIFES ST YLIST: CHRISTINA HURLEY.

WIN!

fashion

SHOE BLOWOUT!

ith
Get y ready w s at
altip
sand edicure pedi.
/
our p teen.com

s eve n

R ACH E L

best foot forward
A great pedicure can make cute sandals look even better.
Get inspired by these celebs and you’ll look toe-tally hot.

B IL S ON

K R IS T IN

C AVA L L A

RI

espadrilles
Sizes 6–10, MIA
Shoes, $49,
zappos.com

BE YONC É

K NOW L E

S

032
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G OR IA
E VA L ON

peep-toes
Sizes 5–11, Guess?,
$110, Guess? stores
and guess.com

flip-flops
Sizes 6–10, Capelli New York,
$15, 800-789-9091

sandals
Sizes 5½–10, GoJane,
$15, gojane.com

nail polish
NARS nail polish in
Jungle Red, $15,
narscosmetics.com

yikes!

Which celeb need
s a pedi?
Make your gues
s
at se venteen.co
m /fee t.

nail polish
Revlon Dark Pleasures
in Patent Leather, $7,
drugstores

nail polish
N.Y.C. New York Color
Cosmetics Nail Glossies in
223, $2, drugstores

nail polish
CoverGirl Boundless
Color in White Night,
$4, drugstores

STILL LIFES OF SHOES: KE VIN SWEENEY/STUDIO D. STILL LIFES ST YLIST: CHRISTINA HURLEY. NAIL POLISH DOLLOPS:
PHILIP FRIEDMAN/STUDIO D. “YIKES ! ” PHOTO : GET T Y IMAGES. BILSON : FERNANDO ALLENDE/SPL ASH NEWS.
CAVALL ARI : DEVAN/INFGOFF.COM. KNOWLES: ROGER WONG/INFGOFF.COM. LONGORIA : EL WOODY/SPL ASH NEWS.

TR A
WEBoEuXr feet

fashion
ELEMENTS OF STYLE
top Sizes XS–XL,
Roxy, $42,
Quiksilver/Roxy
stores

WIN!

WIN!

M Y MODEL

-CON TE ST

“

When I want
to look flirty, I
usually like to
dress up!

EN TRY

dress Sizes XS–XL,
Hurley, $54, Nordstrom
and select Macy’s.
necklaces Clear heart
necklace, Forever 21, $6,
Forever 21 stores and
forever21.com; silver heart
necklace, T.J. Maxx, $15,
T.J. Maxx stores.
bracelets Clear beaded
bracelets, Icing, $5 for set
of three, Icing stores;
charm bracelet, Forever 21,
$5, Forever 21 stores and
forever21.com.
sandals Sizes 6–10,
Report Signature, $110,
select Macy’s.

top Sizes S–L, Charlotte Russe,
$23, Charlotte Russe stores

This necklin e
sh ows of f just
enough skin!

flirty

”

–kasia, 18

what’s your

mood?

WIN!
WEB EXTRA

What should
you
wear toda
We’ll help yo y?
u ﬁgure
it out at
seventeen.com/qui
zzes.

Let your clothes do the talking—express
yourself with what you wear, like
these girls do! (PS: They’re also the
Seventeen Reader Model Contest
finalists. See the winner on page 132!)
dress Sizes S–XL, Maurices,
$44, Maurices stores

bracelet Forever 21,
$5, Forever 21 stores
and forever21.com

clutch Rampage
Handbags, $28,
rampage.com

034

WIN!

GO TO SEVENTEEN.COM/FREEBIES OR PAGE 153 FOR DETAILS.

wedges Sizes 5½–11,
Oh . . . Deer!, $100,
ohdeershoes.com

Gold accents
ee t
spice up this sw
white clutc h.

TURN for more looks!

READER MODEL– CONTESTANT PHOTOS: DAVID ROEMER. SITTINGS EDITOR: JESSICA
MORIBER. HAIR: STACI CHILD FOR CUTLER/REDKEN. MAKEUP: VIKTORIJA BOWERS FOR NARS/
CITY ARTISTS MANAGEMENT. STILL LIFES: (SHORTS) JESUS AYALA/STUDIO D; (ALL OTHERS)
DAVID TURNER/STUDIO D. STILL LIFES STYLISTS: TRICIA BIANCAMANO; CHRISTY ALCEBO.

earrings Betsey
Johnson, $48,
select Macy’s

fashion
ELEMENTS OF STYLE | WHAT’S YOUR MOOD?

top Sizes S–XL, Sour
Pop, $23, alloy.com.
tank (underneath),
sizes XXS–L, So Low,
$56, Bloomingdale’s
and solowstyle.com.
necklaces Green
necklace, Buckle,
$10, select Buckle
stores and buckle
.com; red necklace,
$8, and orange
necklace, $11,
both Forever 21,
Forever 21 stores and
forever21.com.

earrings Claire’s,
$7, Claire’s stores

playful
M Y M OD

E L -CON

T E ST E N

necklace
Charlotte
Russe, $7,
select Charlotte
Russe stores

T RY

“

I wear bold
colors and big
jewelry when
I’m in a fun
mood!

”

–angie, 16

WIN!

A flo wing
shirt with
tin y hear ts
feels so
ca re free!

WIN!

wallet Fred Flare,
$20, fredﬂare.com

wedges Sizes 6–11,
Delia’s, $29,
delias.com
top Sizes S–XL, Arizona by
JCPenney, $18, JCPenney

th
A brigh t belt wi
polk a dots adds
to
a funky element
an y solid shirt.

dress Sizes S–L, B.B.
Dakota, $48, Nordstrom

belt Sizes S–L,
Rue21, $7,
Rue21 stores

shorts Sizes 0–13,
Mudd, $25, Kohl’s

WIN!

GO TO SEVENTEEN.COM/FREEBIES OR PAGE 153 FOR DETAILS.

TURN for more looks!

fashion
ELEMENTS OF STYLE | WHAT’S YOUR MOOD?

necklace
Sammylicious,
$12, fredﬂare.com
hoodie Sizes
S–XL, Rue21, $20,
Rue21 stores

energetic

WIN!

M Y M OD

E L -CON

T E ST EN

T RY

top Sizes XXS–XXL, American
Eagle Outﬁtters, $30, American
Eagle Outﬁtters stores.
t-shirt (underneath),
sizes S–L, Alternative, $40,
alternativeapparel.com.
shorts Sizes 4–18, Attention for
Kmart, $20, Kmart stores.
necklace M. Haskell, $22,
Nordstrom.
sneakers Sizes 3–17, Converse,
$42, converse.com.

“

Sometimes I
have so much
energy—that’s
when I need
clothes I can
move in!

”

–caitlyn, 16

WIN!

hat American
Eagle Outﬁtters,
$18, ae.com

jacket Sizes S–L,
American Apparel, $54,
americanapparel.net

bag Harajuku Lovers,
$80, Macy’s

shorts Sizes XS–L, Victoria’s Secret
PINK, $25, vspink.com

sneakers Sizes 5–11, Skechers Cali, $39,
Macy’s and skechers.com

038

WIN!

GO TO SEVENTEEN.COM/FREEBIES OR PAGE 153 FOR DETAILS.

TURN for more looks!

ON CAITLYN : E ARRINGS, KOOL KONNECTIONS; ALL BRACELETS, FOREVER 21.

Fla unt your
spirit with a
cool logo
baseball ha t.

headband
Hullabaloo, $8,
shophullabaloo.com

in
A track jacke t
a craz y-brigh t
color sh ows your
e!
ad venturous sid

fashion
ELEMENTS OF STYLE | WHAT’S YOUR MOOD?

visor
Rue21, $7,
Rue21 stores

edgy

sweater Sizes
S–L, GoJane, $30,
gojane.com.
t-shirt (underneath),
sizes S–L, B.B. Dakota,
$28, Up Against the
Wall stores.
jeans Sizes 2–16,
Metro7, $25,
Wal-Mart stores.
earrings K + K
Creative for Windsor,
$8, Windsor stores.
necklace K + K
Creative for Vanity, $11,
Vanity stores.
belt Sizes S–L,
Forever 21, $13,
Forever 21 stores and
forever21.com.
bracelets White
beaded bracelet, Claire’s,
$5, Claire’s stores;
black bracelet and clear
bracelet, K + K Creative
for Vanity, $7 each,
Vanity stores.

necklace
Guess?, $28,
guess.com

Bold pieces
of jew elr y
amp up your
edgy st yle.

WIN!
M Y M OD

E L -CON

T E ST EN

T RY

“

On days
that I feel
more daring
than usual,
I want to
dress that
way too!

”

–amber, 14
dress Sizes S–L, Freshwear by Buckle,
$30, Buckle stores

t-shirt Sizes XS–XL,
Jimmy’z, $25,
Jimmy’z stores

Th e peek aboo
toe is a unique
twist on Ma ry
Janes!
ring Forever
21, $4, Forever
21 stores and
forever21.com

headband Wet Seal, $6,
Wet Seal stores

bag Aldo, $25, aldoshoes.com
peep-toes
Sizes 6–10,
Forever 21,
$23, Forever
21 stores and
forever21.com

040

WIN!

GO TO SEVENTEEN.COM/FREEBIES OR PAGE 153 FOR DETAILS.

Da rk, oversize
sunglasses give
nt
your look insta
intensit y.

sunglasses Metro7,
$15, select Wal-Mart stores

fashion

R E A DER EDIT

SUPER SHOPPER

OR

“I chose these
pieces because
bright colors
are so hot in
Hollywood
right now!” –laura, 22

WIN!

$5
headband
Wet Seal, $5,
Wet Seal stores

WIN!

Mischa Barton

$17

Paris Hilton

steal celeb

bikini
Sizes S–L, Marshalls,
$17, Marshalls
stores

$20
der
& un

All you need is $20 to look
like you’re worth a million!
(Eat your heart out, Paris.)
WIN!

WEB EXTRA

Shop for
more bargain
s
from your fa
vorite
brands at

$10

$15

seventeen.com/
shopping.

Cassie
tank
Sizes S–L, Charlotte
Russe, $10, select
Charlotte Russe stores

Kimora
Lee
Simmons

bracelet
Charm It! Hello
Kitty by High
Intencity, $15,
Nordstrom

Nicky Hilton

$4
earrings
Rue21, $4, select
Rue21 stores

WIN!

WIN!

$20

042

Fergie

WIN!

GO TO SEVENTEEN.COM/FREEBIES OR PAGE 153 FOR DETAILS.

heels
Sizes 6–10,
Wild Diva, $20, select
Deb stores

STILL LIFES : PHILIP FRIEDMAN/STUDIO D. STILL LIFES ST YLIST: JOHN OLSEN. PARIS HILTON : INFGOFF.COM. BARTON : BAUER- GRIFFIN.COM. NICKY HILTON : INFGOFF.COM.
FERGIE: EDDIE MEJIA/SPL ASHNEWS.COM. CASSIE: ROGER WONG/INFGOFF.COM. SIMMONS: SHAREIF ZIYADAT/FILMMAGIC.COM.

style

WIN!

ST
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T
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H
SAVE!

Drive smart (and look hot!) on any budget—these amazing
cars, accessories, and services are all you need.

THIS SYMBOL
MEANS THERE’S
A COUPON ON
PAGE 49.

NEED TO ?
SAVE

PRETTY KITTY
PlastiColor Hello Kitty
ﬂoor mat, $25–$30,
Hot Topic stores
If you buy the matching
Hello Kitty wheel cover
and seat too, it might
be cuteness overkill.
But this adorable ﬂoor
protector is just right.

4-DOOR 4X4 4 U
Avril Lavigne
is said to drive
a practical Jeep.

2007 Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Rubicon,
starts at $29,500, jeep.com
In the winter use the hard plastic top to
keep you toasty—remove it in the summer
to let everyone see you jetting around!

SOLID SEDAN
2007 Ford Fusion, starts at
$17,995, ford.com
This sturdy but sporty-looking fourdoor has tons of room to schlep
your stuff from your parents’ house
to the dorm—and you’ll be proud to
park it in the company lot when you
land a great internship.

BYE-BYE, BIRDIE
Grumpy Girl Auto Bird
Turd Emergency Kit,
$29, grumpy-girl.com
Park under any tree you
want—this ingenious
kit helps you clean up
after a Tweety bird
ruins your windshield.

SAVE!

044
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FLOWER POWER
ClearVue window

SAVE! graphics, $100 and up,
clearvuegraphics.com
Give the guy behind you a
great view—these seethrough window covers are
like art for your car.

HOT RIDE
2007 Saturn Sky, starts at $25,325,
saturn.com
You could spend over $100,000 for a
Ferrari. Or you could get this gorgeous
convertible and look just as good—
but feel a whole lot smarter!

TURN for more cool stuff!

ST

7

LI
O

T

2008 BMW 3 Series Convertible,
starts at $43,975, bmwusa.com
The car of choice for celebs and My Super
Sweet Sixteen birthday girls just got
a little sweeter: It’s the ﬁrst Beemer to
come with a retractable hard top.

H

JUST CHILL

READY TO ?
SPLURGE

Hot + Cold Mini Fridge, $100,
sharperimage.com
Turn even your parents’ clunker into a
mobile party with this fridge that plugs
into your dashboard socket—it keeps
drinks and snacks cool or warm.

COUTURE KEYS
Coach Flower Key Chain,
$58, 866-262-2440
Even if your car keys aren’t
for a Bentley, don’t
they deserve to look luxe?

Lindsay Lohan
drives a pimped-out
Mercedes-Benz SL65.

DELUXE RIDE
2008 Mercedes-Benz C-Class,
starts at about $35,000, mbusa.com
Your friends will see all the fancy bells and
whistles (and the hood ornament) of an expensive
Benz—but the fact that this model didn’t
cost you $100,000 can be your little secret.

REEL COOL VISOR
SAVE! 7" Sun Visor TV/DVD Player,

$300, gadgetuniverse.com
Everyone will want a ride to
school just so they can watch
ﬂicks in the passenger seat.
(But keep your eyes on the road!)

046
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SUV WITH A KICK
2008 Porsche Cayenne, starts at $42,200, porsche.com
Like any Porsche, this baby can go from 0 to 60 in 8.5 seconds.
But this luxury car will also get you safely through a blizzard—
and any off-road adventures your kooky friend talks you into.

TURN for more cool stuff!

KEY CHAIN: JAY MUCKLE/STUDIO D. LOHAN: LONDON ENTERTAINMENT/SPLASH NEWS. MARIE ANTOINETTE (ON VISOR): COURTESY OF SONY PICTURES. LAVIGNE (PREVIOUS PAGE): SPLASH NEWS.
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health
slug
WHEEL DONE
Accutire gauge, $10,
amazon.com
You can cut your gas
consumption by 6 percent
if your tires are fully
inﬂated—use this tool to
make sure they’re always
on the up-and-up.

HOME PLATE

AMAZING GAS SAVER

Special interest license plate,
around $50, dmv.org
Prettify the earth and your bumper
with a donation to your pet cause.

2007 Toyota Yaris, starts at $11,150, toyota.com
Not only is this well-built compact car a great value, but
it also gets 34 to 40 miles per gallon on fuel, so you can
breathe easier about your impact on the environment.

LOVE THE ET?
PLAN

ROUTE TRIMMER
Garmin StreetPilot i5 GPS
system, $350, Best Buy stores
You’ll never waste gas again
with this GPS console that
shows you the quickest route.

Kirsten Dunst
drives an eco-friendly
Toyota Prius hybrid.

ECO-FRIENDLY SUV
$LEEK NEW HYBRID
2007 Nissan Altima Hybrid, starts at
$24,400, nissanusa.com
This gas-and-electric hybrid looks great, but
the real beauty in it is this: Because you’re
helping the earth, you’re eligible for a
$2,350 federal tax credit after you buy it!

CLEAN GREEN
Ecover All Purpose
Cleaner, $4, Whole Foods
Market stores
Spray this plant-based
formula to de-grime
your car without emitting
toxic chemicals.

048

2008 Mercury Mariner Hybrid, starts at $26,430,
mercuryvehicles.com
If your heart is set on an SUV but your head can’t
rationalize gas-guzzling, check out this truck that
consumes only as much fuel as a compact car.

NEED A HAND?

Whether you’re buying or in a bind,
here are the folks who can help!
LEMON AID
SAVE! CARFAX Vehicle

History Reports,
$20 and up, carfax.com
They’ll research the ID
number of any used car
to make sure the seller
hasn’t lied about its
accident history or rolled
back the odometer to
fool with the mileage.
Kate Moss
could have used
a little help!

ECO-FRIENDLY SOS
SAVE! Better World Club,

MAINTENANCE WITH CLASS

one-year membership starts at $54,
betterworldclub.com
Not only does this service offer 24/7 roadside
assistance, but it also gives discounts on
travel services to eco-friendly resorts and
hybrid cars, and donates 1 percent of revenues
to environmental cleanup organizations.

Pep Boys, pepboys.com
When you take your car to one of
their locations for an oil change or tuneup, you’ll get 2 percent of your purchase
back toward your college fund because
they’re part of the Upromise network!

car deals
20% off

20% off

✂

$17 off

WEB EXTRA

Keep your re
co
spotless with rd
our super-e
asy
driving tips
at
seventeen.com/car
s.

17 reader reward

✂

17 reader reward

✂

17 reader reward

Receive 20% off your
purchase of the 7" DVD Visor
and all other
items at gadgetuniverse.com.

Enter promotional code Seventeen at checkout at
clearvuegraphics.com. Expires 5/7/07.

Enter promotional code Seventeen at checkout at
grumpy-girl.com. Expires 5/7/07.

Enter promotional code 17MAG at checkout at
gadgetuniverse.com. Expires 5/7/07.

17 reader reward

17 reader reward

17 reader reward

20% off

10%–15% off

$5 off

Receive 10% off your purchase of
a Basic membership or 15%
off a Premium membership from
betterworldclub.com.

Receive $5 off any retail or service
purchase of $25 or more at Pep Boys.

Receive 20% off your purchase
of CARFAX Unlimited
History Reports at carfax.com.
Go to carfax.com/seventeen for full coupon details,
terms, and conditions. Expires 5/7/07.

Enter promotional code SVNT21 21 f or a B a sic
membership or SVNT2827 for a Premium membership
at checkout at betterworldclub.com. Not valid for
residents of Alaska or Canada. Expires 5/7/07.

17 EXPERTS: Matt Stone, executive editor of Motor Trend magazine;
Robert Thibodeau Jr., senior cochairman of the 2007 North American International Auto Show.

✂

Receive 20% off your purchase
of an Auto Bird Turd Emergency
Kit at grumpy-girl.com.

✂

Receive $17 off your purchase
of ClearVue window graphics
at clearvuegraphics.com.

✂

CAR WRECK: ROGER CHESTER; EYE UBIQUITOUS/CORBIS. OIL CAN: IMAGE FARM INC./ALAMY. MOSS: CLIVE POSTLETHWAITE/SPLASHNEWS. DUNST (PREVIOUS PAGE): GINSBURG/SPALY/SPLASH NEWS.

SAVE!

Present this coupon at any participating Pep Boys
store (ﬁnd locations at pepboys.com). Offer excludes
tires. Minimum purchase of $25. A shop supply charge
of 6% up to $25 may be applied to certain services.
Each individual work order will identify any applicable
shop supply charge. Shop supply charge does not apply
in NY, NJ, or CA. Expires 5/7/07.
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This look is
all about mixing
fun, unexpected
colors.

–Gordon Espinet, M.A.C
lead makeup artist
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“

MAIN PHOTO : MICHAEL WIRTH. “GET THE LOOK” PHOTOS: SARRA FLEUR ABOU - EL- HA J PHOTOGRAPHY.
MAKEUP: KEIKO HIRAMOTO. STILL LIFES : CHRIS ECKERT/STUDIO D. EMANUEL UNGARO : MCV PHOTO.
GORDON ESPINET IS THE VICE PRESIDENT OF MAKEUP ARTISTRY FOR M.A.C COSMETICS.

beauty

THE 17 LOOK

try eye candy
Emanuel Ungaro

Have a little fun with your makeup! Pair two differentcolored liners for major eye appeal. BY desi gallegos
WEB EXTRA

See more
hot eye-mak
eup
trends at
seventeen.com/eye
s.

get
the look

EYESHADOW
HOW-TO: Dust a light,
pearlized powder along your
browbones and at the inner
corners of your eyes. This will
create a neutral background
to make the liner pop.
try: Maybelline New York
Shadow Stylist Loose Powder in
Contemporary White, $7, drugstores

TOP
TO
P LINE
HOW-TO: Trace a mediumthick line along your top
lashes with the brighter color.
Follow the natural shape of
your eye, and make sure the
line is right at your lashes.
try: M.A.C Powerpoint
Eye Pencil in Out To Sea,
$14, maccosmetics.com

BOTTOM LINE
HOW-TO: Draw a thinner line
of the darker color all the way
along your bottom lashes until
it meets the top line. Fix any
smudges with a cotton swab
dipped in makeup remover.
try: M.A.C Technakohl
Liner in Purple Dash, $15,
maccosmetics.com

17 FYI
These are the
actual liners used
at the Emanuel
Ungaro fashion
show and on our
model (left)!

try more s
color combo
500 girls will

WIN
WIN
this!

500 Girls will
this!

lime + white

lavender + silver

emerald + navy

sky blue+ bronze

try: (on upper lids) N.Y.C. New
York Color Cosmetics Miss
Sparkle Highlighter Pencil,
$3, drugstores; (on lower lids)
Flirt! Look of Love Eye Pencil
in Enchantmint, $10, Kohl’s

try: (on upper lids) CoverGirl
Eyeslicks in Sheer Shiver,
$5, drugstores; (on lower lids)
Urban Decay 24/7 Glide-On
Eye Pencil in Dime, $15,
Sephora stores

try: (on upper lids) Stýli-Style
Line & Seal 24 in Jade,
$6, drugstores; (on lower lids)
Rimmel SpecialEyes
Eye Liner Pencil in Big Blue,
$3, drugstores

try: (on upper lids) Prestige
Soft Blend Kohl Eyeliner in
Powder, $5, drugstores;
(on lower lids) Revlon Luxurious
Color Eyeliner in Sueded
Brown, $10, drugstores

WIN!

GO TO SEVENTEEN.COM/FREEBIES OR PAGE 153 FOR DETAILS.

beauty
MAKEUP IDEAS

gorgeous

party
looks

Whether you’re headed to prom or just a
hot night out, makeup whiz Carmindy
creates your perfect face! BY desi gallegos

WIN

her book!

fair skin:

sweet

step 1
try: Jane EyeZing
in Sungloss, $3,
drugstores

step 2

try: N.Y.C. New York
Color Cosmetics
Sparkle Eye Dust in
Opal Sparkle, $4,
drugstores

Blend shimmery
taupe eyeshadow along
the creases of
your eyelids and your
lower lashlines.

step 3
Use a large powder
brush to apply bright pink
blush on the apples of
your cheeks and just below
your cheekbones.

try: Rimmel
Sweet Jelly
Gloss in Moreish,
$6, drugstores

step 4
try: Lorac Blush
in Desire, $16,
Sephora stores

052

WIN!

Slick sheer cotton candy–
pink gloss onto your
lips, starting in the center,
then working your
way to the corners.

GO TO SEVENTEEN.COM/FREEBIES OR PAGE 153 FOR DETAILS.

YOUR INSPIRATION
Copy Sienna Miller’s dewy
skin and just-pinched cheeks
to look angelic and fresh.

TURN for more looks!

MAIN PHOTOS: HERIBERT BREHM. SITTINGS EDITOR: JESSICA MORIBER. HAIR: ARTURO FOR KÉRASTASE PARIS/AARTISTLOF T.COM.
MAKEUP: CARMINDY FOR CARMINDY.COM. ON MODEL: DRESS, THE LIMITED. STILL LIFES: JAY MUCKLE/STUDIO D. MILLER: GETTY IMAGES.
THE 5 MINUTE FACE: THE QUICK AND EASY MAKEUP GUIDE FOR EVERY WOMAN IS BY CARMINDY (HC, 2007).

Swipe loose iridescent
powder along your eyelids,
then dust it along the top of
your cheekbones, blending
it up to your temples.

beauty
MAKEUP IDEAS | GORGEOUS PARTY LOOKS

deep skin:

glam
step 1
Use a damp
eyeshadow brush to apply
silver shadow to your
lids from the lashlines
to creases.
try: Bourjois
Eye Shadow in
Argent, $14,
Sephora stores

step 2
Dust raisin-colored
powder blush onto your
cheekbones and up toward
your temples with a large
blush brush.

try: Black Radiance
Blush in Spiced Ginger,
$4, drugstores

step 3

WEB EXTRA

We went be
hin
scenes at Fa d the
Week to get shion
insider
beauty tips.
See the video
at

seventeen.com/
podcast.

YOUR INSPIRATION
Look like a dream girl with
Jennifer Hudson’s shimmery
eyes and flushed cheeks.
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step 4
Slick a sheer
and shimmery mochacolored gloss all over
your lips to give them a
sexy sheen.

try: L’Oréal Paris
Colour Riche Lip
Gloss in Rich Brown,
$9, drugstores

try: Physicians
Formula Mineral
Wear Mascara in
Black, $8, drugstores

TURN for more looks!

ON MODEL: DRESS, WD - NY. HUDSON : ZUMA PRESS.

Apply one coat
of black mascara to your
top lashes only—they’ll
really pop against the
silver shadow!

beauty
MAKEUP IDEAS | GORGEOUS PARTY LOOKS

golden skin:

sultry

step 1
Line your top and bottom
lashlines with a plum pencil,
applying the liner
heavily and as close to your
lashes as possible.

try: CoverGirl
Smoothers Eyeliner in
Violet, $5, drugstores

try: Max Factor
MaxEye Shadow
in Vintage Vixen,
$5, drugstores

step 2
Blend purple shadow along
lashlines. Apply lilac shadow
up to your creases, and dust
pale lavender to browbones
and under your eyes.

step 3
Dust a shimmery
reddish-pink powder blush
onto the apples of
your cheeks with a large
blush brush.

step 4
Dab a rose-colored
gloss onto your lips to
complement—but
not overpower—your
eye makeup.
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try: Clinique
Blushing Blush
Powder Blush in
Breathless Berry,
$19, department
stores

YOUR INSPIRATION
Look sophisticated like Lucy
Liu with smoky purple eye
makeup and lots of lashes.

TURN for more looks!

ON MODEL: TOP, ANDREW & CO. LIU: JIM SPELLMAN/WIREIMAGE.

try: Prestige
Lightshine Lip
Gloss in Elba,
$5, drugstores

beauty
MAKEUP IDEAS | GORGEOUS PARTY LOOKS

beige skin:

mod
WEB EXTRA

step 1
Cut a strip of false eyelashes
in half. Apply the half with the
longest lashes to the outer
corners of lashlines using
the included adhesive.

Watch a ste
p-bystep video
how to appl of
y false
eyelashes at

seventeen.com/
beautyschool.

try: Andrea Mod Strip
Lashes #53 in Black,
$4, drugstores

step 2
try: Lancôme
Artliner in Noir, $27,
department stores

Trace over the base of the
falsies with a black felt-tip liner.
Start at your inner corner, then
drag the line out slightly past
your outer corner.

step 3
Use your finger to dab
white shimmer powder onto
the inner corners of
your eyes and along your
browbones.

Dust a tawny
powder blush along
your cheekbones,
blending it up toward
your hairline.

try: Wet n Wild Mega
Shimmer Dust in White
Lotus, $3, drugstores

try: Bonnebell Powder
Bronze in Natural
Glow, $5, drugstores

step 5
YOUR INSPIRATION
Channel ’60s sex symbol
Brigitte Bardot like Rachel
Bilson did with this retro look.
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Apply a creamy neutral
lipstick to your lips. Try one
that matches your skin and
has a pinkish undertone so
you don’t look sallow.

try: Revlon Super
Lustrous Lipstick in
Fleshtone, $8, drugstores

TURN for more looks!

ON MODEL: DRESS, K AREN Z AMBOS; HE ADBAND, WET SE AL. BILSON : STEVE GRANITZ/WIREIMAGE.

step 4

beauty
MAKEUP IDEAS | GORGEOUS PARTY LOOKS

bronze skin:

bold
step 1
Choose a sheer lightweight
foundation that matches
your skin tone for your
eyelids—it will act as a
base for your shadow.

try: Neutrogena
Healthy Skin Glow
Sheers SPF 30 in Bronze
Glow, $12, drugstores

step 2
Sweep bold sapphire
shadow from your lashlines
to creases, then swipe
emerald shadow along your
lower lashlines.

try: M.A.C PRO Pigment
in Marine Ultra and
Emerald Green, $12
each, 800-387-6707

Apply terra-cotta cream
blush to your cheeks. Use
fingers to dab it onto your
apples, then blend it
in a circular motion.

step 4
try: Mark Just Pinched
Instant Blush Tint in Nude,
$6, meetmark.com
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Use a sheer toffeecolored gloss on your lips
to balance your
bold eye makeup.

YOUR INSPIRATION
Get a glamorous look like
Beyoncé Knowles’s by rocking
jewel-toned eye makeup.

ON MODEL: DRESS, YUMI KIM. KNOWLES: GET T Y IMAGES.

step 3

try: Maybelline New
York ShineSeduction
Glossy Lipcolor
in Nude Glow, $8,
drugstores

beauty

WEB EXTRA

do
What scents ell on
sm
guys like to
t at
ou
d
Fin
u?
yo
.com/perfume.

find your perfect

seventeen

PREPPY

FUN

FLIRTY

SPORTY

try
this . . .

Jessica Biel

Vanessa Minnillo

Christina Milian

Reese Witherspoon

if your
vibe is . . .

17 TIP
Spray a light, fruity
scent on your chest
(where your body is
warmest) to make it
more intense.

try: Coach The Fragrance,
$68 for 1.7 oz., coach.com

try: Ralph Lauren Ralph Rocks, $45
for 1.7 oz., ralphrocks.com

try: ck IN2U, $36 for 1.7 oz.,
department stores

try: Island Michael Kors Hawaii, $60
for 1.7 oz., department stores

it smells
like . . .

17 TIP
Citrus scents are
energizing—one
spritz on your neck
in the morning will
wake you up!

fresh flowers

orange cream pops

pink grapefruit

layer it
with . . .

tropical flowers

17 TIP
Apply a ﬂoral lotion
ﬁrst: It will help your
fragrance adhere
to your skin so it
lasts longer.

17 TIP
The subtle, sugary
lychee smell will mix
with the ﬂorals in the
perfume to make you
smell sweeter.
try: Fresh Sugar Lychee Body Lotion,
$25, fresh.com

064

try: Calgon Mmmmm! Orange Pop
Body Lotion, $5, drugstores

seventeen.com | MAY 2007

try: Davies Gate Pink Grapefruit Body Lotion,
$18, select Bath & Body Works stores

try: Kai Body Lotion, $30,
kaifragrance.com

STILL LIFES : (“FRESH FLOWERS” AND “ORANGE CRE AM POPS”) GET T YIMAGES; (“PINK GRAPEFRUIT”) STOCKBY TE SILVER/AL AMY; (“TROPICAL FLOWERS”) ADRIANNA WILLIAMS/ZEFA/CORBIS; (“MUSKY FLOWERS”) ORGANICS IMAGE LIBRARY/AL AMY; (“ROSES”)
BRAND X PICTURES/AL AMY; (“CITRUS FRUIT”) FOODPIX/GET T YIMAGES; STOCKDISC; PERFUMES, LOTIONS, AND “CANDIED FRUIT” PHOTO : JAY MUCKLE/STUDIO D. WITHERSPOON : TONY BARSON/WIREIMAGE. MILIAN : ALE X ANDRA W YMAN/WIREIMAGE.COM.
MINNILLO : JOHN SCIULLI/WIREIMAGE. BIEL: THEO WARGO/WIREIMAGE. ALBA : STEVE GRANITZ/WIREIMAGE. CIARA : JESSE GRANT/WIREIMAGE.COM. BILSON : GET T Y IMAGES. JOJO : STEPHEN LOVEKIN/WIREIMAGE.

day scents

WIN!

PERFUME SHOPPER

fragrance

Perfume is personal, so get one that
reflects the real you! BY rachael nichol

Score every perfu
me
featured here!
Go to seventeen.c
om/
freebies or page
153
for details.

night scents
ROMANTIC

SEXY

CHIC

PLAYFUL

JoJo

Rachel Bilson

Ciara

Jessica Alba

if your
vibe is . . .

try
this . . .

17 TIP
Spray this on pulse
points—the insides
of elbows and
knees—to help it
last all night.

try: Agent Provocateur Maîtresse, $80
for 1.7 oz., Bloomingdale’s

try: Valentino Rock ‘n Rose, $58
for 1.6 oz., Sephora stores

try: Missoni Eau de Toilette, $85
for 3.4 oz., Saks Fifth Avenue

try: Britney Spears Midnight Fantasy,
$55 for 3.3 oz., macys.com

citrus fruit

candied fruit

it smells
like . . .

17 TIP
The classic
scent of roses
is perfect
for a cozy date
for two.

musky flowers

roses

layer it
with . . .

17 TIP
Choose a lightly
scented lotion (the
sexy shimmer is a
bonus!) to go with
this rich perfume.

17 TIP
Apply this lemony
lotion only on your
legs so you smell
subtly citrusy, not
like a lemon.

try: Jergens Soft Shimmer Skin
Radiance Moisturizer, $4, drugstores

try: The Body Shop Cassis Rose Body
Lotion, $12, The Body Shop stores

try: H2O+ Energize Revitalizing Body
Butter, $19, h2oplus.com

try: Suave Exhale Alluring Body Lotion,
$3, drugstores
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beauty

listen to your mom!
THE INSIDER

Sure, you want to tune her out sometimes—but when it comes to beauty
secrets, she has wisdom worth paying attention to. BY rachael nichol

...
MOM SAYS

1

To calm swollen eyes, dip
a spoon in cold water, then run
it over your closed lids.

2

17 tip Brush
the top side
of lashes to
separate them.

–Chanelle, 18

Put a dab of Visine on a
zit: It can temporarily take the
red out like it does for eyes.
–Brianna, 15

3

Use mascara that
has a really small
applicator
brush—it prevents
clumps and is
great for getting
to all of the tiny
lower lashes.
–India, 14,
with her mom, Johanna

–Wende Zomnir,
cofounder of Urban Decay cosmetics

5

Apply eyeliner
on the outer half
of your bottom
eyelids to make your
eyes look bigger!
–Wanda, 16
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6

To add volume and a
little bend to the ends of
a straight hairstyle, wrap
your slightly damp hair around
large Velcro rollers, then let it
air-dry. My mom used to wrap
hers around
orange-juice
cans when she
was young!
–Rachael Nichol,
Seventeen beauty assistant,
with her mom, Janell

7

Don’t share
makeup with
friends. It’s
unsanitary and can
cause zits!
–Rita Hazan, celebrity colorist,
with her mom, Fortune

8

For strong, shiny
hair, mix two eggs with
1⁄4 cup vegetable oil.
Coat hair with it; wrap your
head. Leave on overnight.
–Cornelia Zicu, celebrity facialist

try: Velcro 3" Classic
Stylers, $3 for two, Sally
Beauty Supply stores

MAIN PHOTOS: SONJA PACHO. HAIR : JE ANIE SYFU FOR CUTLER/
REDKEN. MAKEUP: JESSICA LIEBESKIND FOR FORD ARTISTS
NYC. STILL LIFES: JAY MUCKLE/STUDIO D.

4

Run your
razor under hot
water right before
using it to help get a
super-close shave and
smoother legs.

try: Garnier Fructis Body & Volume 2-in-1
Shampoo + Conditioner, $4, drugstores

9
try: Mally Beauty
Lipstick in French
Kiss, $25,
mallybeauty.com

Make sure
your lipstick
never bleeds
outside of your lip
line by dabbing
foundation
around your
mouth before
applying any
color. My mom
was obsessed
with pink
lipstick!
–Mally Roncal,
celebrity makeup artist

11

Spray hairspray
onto an old toothbrush
and use it to brush
your eyebrows. They’ll stay
nice and shaped all day.

10

-Casey, 18
–Casey, 16

–Kyla, 15

–Sam, 15

12

Dab the
lipstick you use
on your lips
onto the apples of your
cheeks—it matches and
looks natural.
–Kaylie, 15

To soften dry
hands, coat them
with Aquaphor,
then wrap them in plastic
bags for an hour.

14

Put shampoo
on dry hair, then
wash it out to
get silky, shiny strands.

13

Use plain
whole-milk yogurt
on your face to
calm redness from the wind,
sun, or harsh products.
–Bonny, 19

15

Apply a
tiny bit of light,
shimmery
eyeshadow right under
your brows. It gives
you a wideeyed look and
adds just a
little oomph
to basic
daytime
makeup.
–Jessica
Liebeskind,
celebrity makeup
artist, with her
mom, Joyce

TURN for more tips!

THE INSIDER | LISTEN TO YOUR MOM !

16

For extrasoft skin, rub
honey on your
face, leave it on for 15
minutes, and rinse.
–Virginia, 14

17

At
night dab
toothpaste
on zits (my mom
swears by plain
Colgate).
They’ll dry out
by morning!

17 tip Use only
a thin coat of
toothpaste,
and let it dry
well before you
hit the pillow!

–Sukanya, 17,
with her mom, Nadine

WEB EXTRA

Get more gr
eat
beauty tips
tricks from re and
aders’
moms at
seventeen.com/mo
m.

try: Colgate Total Whitening
Toothpaste, $4, drugstores

beauty
BEAUTY NOTEBOOK

get amazing
skin!
Think facials are just pampering for the
rich and famous? Here’s how you can
get one to clear your acne and calm your
blotchy complexion. BY rachael nichol

• WHAT IT IS: A deep cleaning of your skin
and pores by a trained specialist, who is called a
facialist or an aesthetician.
• RESULTS: Your skin will be clearer and
smoother, and you’ll get fewer breakouts.
• PRICE: $60 and up per hour. Some spas offer
mini facials for around $30.
• WHEN YOU SHOULD GO: Four times a year
(at the change of the season) if your skin is in
good condition; once a month to clear up acne.
• IMPORTANT Qs: For your first facial, ask to
see the most experienced person at a spa, even if
it costs a little more. She’ll analyze your skin and
help you find the right treatment.
• BEFORE YOU START: Tell the facialist if you
have skin allergies or if you’re taking any
prescription medication, which may make your skin
extra sensitive.
• HEADS-UP: Your face might be red for one or
two days afterward, so book your first facial on a
Friday after school—your skin will look beautiful
by Monday!

so don’t try this at home!) to squeeze clogged
pores and remove dirt. She extracts only
whiteheads and blackheads—squeezing already
inflamed zits will just irritate them more.
• HOW IT FEELS: Pain factor is medium to
high, depending on how clogged your pores are.
Try taking an over-the-counter painkiller, like
ibuprofen, 30 minutes before your facial, or ask
your doctor for a 2 percent topical numbing cream
(you’ll need a prescription for that). Bring it along
to your facial—the facialist will apply it before she
starts doing the extractions.
• RESULTS: Skin around clogged pores will be
red immediately afterward, but it will calm down
in one or two days. Since your pores will be clean,
you’ll have fewer breakouts in the next few weeks.

• HEADS-UP:
Stop using any
topical creams
that dry your
skin, such
as Retin-A or
benzoyl
peroxide, four
days before
your facial.
They can make
your skin more
sensitive.

the basic steps
1. CLEANSE & STEAM
• WHAT IT IS: The facialist cleanses your face
and neck to remove dirt, makeup, and oil, then
uses a machine to blow warm steam on your skin
for about five minutes.
• RESULTS: The steam opens up your pores so
the facialist can unclog them more easily—and
less painfully!

2. EXTRACTION
• WHAT IT IS: The facialist uses a small,
needlelike instrument or her fingers (she has a
special technique that won’t spread bacteria—

070

EXCLUSIVE
DISCOUNT!
inder
g on to spaf

Lo
teen to
.com/seven
ar you
find a spa ne an
that offers
scount to
additional di s.
reader

17 EXPERTS: Christine Chin, a facialist based in New York, NY; Andrea DeSimone, a
facialist based in New York, NY; Kate Somerville, a celebrity facialist based in Los Angeles, CA.

17 tip Avoid
extractions one
week before your
period, when
you’re most
sensitive to pain.

TURN for more tips!

STILL LIFES : LISA SHIN AND JAY MUCKLE/STUDIO D. BACKSTAGE PHOTO : MCV PHOTO. “E X TRACTIONS” PHOTO : AKOS. ANDRE ADESIMONEFACIALS.COM
IS THE WEB SITE OF FACIALIST ANDRE A D E SIMONE. INTERNATIONAL SPA ASSOCIATION STATISTIC REFLECTS ALL GIRLS WHO HAVE GONE TO SPAS.

facials 101

17 tip Breathe deeply—the steam is good for your sinuses too!

39%

of teenage girls in the US
had a facial last year,
according to a study by
the International
SPA Association.

BEAUTY NOTEBOOK | GET AMAZING SKIN !

3. MASK
• WHAT IT IS: After extraction, the facialist
applies a facial mask and leaves it on for 10 to
20 minutes while you relax.
• RESULTS: This will calm any redness, hydrate
your skin, or tighten your pores, depending on
which type of mask is applied.
• ASK FOR: A clarifying mask with sulfur or clay,
to tighten pores and eliminate oils; a soothing
mask with aloe or seaweed,
to calm irritation and speed up
healing of blemishes; or
a hydrating mask with
honey or aloe, to repair
skin that has been
dried out due to
try at home: Olay
Retin-A or
Daily Facials Intensives
overtreatment
Deep Cleansing Clay
Mask, $7, drugstores
of breakouts.

WEB EXTRA

as that
Check out spjust for
have facials ll us
te
d
teens an
e to
where you lov.com/
go at seventeen
facial.

the extras
1. ACID PEEL
• WHAT IT IS: A solution of lactic or glycolic
acids is applied to your face for two to five
minutes to deeply exfoliate and remove dead,
flaky skin. It feels like a mild burning or itching.
• PRICE: $30 and up.

17 tip If you have
difficulty sitting still for
a long time, bring an
iPod to your treatment
to pass the time faster.

2. OXYGEN TREATMENT
• WHAT IT IS: A mixture of oxygen and vitamins
is applied to your face using a pressurized spray,
which helps “push” the product into your skin.
• PRICE: About $10 and up.
• WHEN TO SPLURGE: If you have a big event
coming up in the next few days—this will help heal
acne more quickly and give your skin an extra glow.

3. AROMATHERAPY
• WHEN TO SPLURGE:
try at home: MD
Skincare Alpha Beta
Daily Face Peel, $75,
mdskincare.com

If your face looks or feels
puffy. The massage
will help get the blood
flowing to reduce
bloating.

try at home: The
Body Shop Lavender
Essential Oil, $12,
The Body Shop stores

WELCOME TO THE 17 SKIN CLINIC:

• WHEN TO SPLURGE: If you have oily skin
or acne. Acids shrink pores, reduce oiliness,
and prevent future breakouts. (You can also opt
to try a gentler version at home.)
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Do you have severe acne? Tell us why
you deserve a total skin makeover at
seventeen.com/skinclinic. You could be
featured in Seventeen this fall!

“MASK” PHOTO : MICHAEL WIRTH.

• WHAT IT IS: Essential
oils are massaged on your
face to help with relaxation.
• PRICE: About $10 and up.

beauty
HAIR IDEAS

accessorize your hair
BY

desi gallegos

S
R
E
W
O
FL
or clip
to an elastic
Pin these on
. Wear two
ir
a
h
your
them right to feeling daring !
ou’re
together if y

try: Silk rose hair clip, Karin’s
Garden, $38, hairboutique.com

America’s Next

17
$PLURGE

TOP MODEL
contestant Jael! Look
for her this season on
Wednesdays
on The CW!

spotted
on the
runway!

Accent your
ponytail with a
bright rose.

SONIA RYKIEL

try: Gold tweed camelia brooch,
Chanel, $445, Chanel boutiques

try: Pink polkadot rose hair clip,
Karen Marie, $8,
hairboutique.com

try: Black rose hair clip,
Claire’s, $5, Claire’s stores

try: Lily hair clip, Karin’s Garden,
$20, hairboutique.com
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ZOOEY
DESCHANEL

TURN for more looks!

ALL ANTM PHOTOS: TIMOTHY HOGAN. HAIR : FREDERICK PARNELL FOR PRIMP CLUB. MAKEUP: KERRY MALOUF FOR E XCLUSIVE ARTISTS. ON JAEL: DRESS, SHOSHANNA ; HAIR CLIP, BLOOMIN’ CRA Z Y. STILL LIFES : JAY MUCKLE/STUDIO D.
SONIA RYKIEL: IMA X TREE.COM. DESCHANEL: GET T Y IMAGES.

Even your hair gets spring fever! Here are some fun new trends to try.

beauty
HAIR IDEAS | ACCESSORIZE YOUR HAIR

S
L
E
W
E
J

ccessory
ne sparkly a
Wear just o
elry so the
w
je
own
with toned-d oesn’t compete.
r hair d
bling in you

SIENNA
MILLER

spotted
on the
runway!
MARC JACOBS

Use this to pin
back soft waves, like
Hilary does (below).

try: Barrette, Marc by Marc Jacobs,
$48, Marc by Marc Jacobs boutiques

try: Comb, Alex and Ani,
$38, alexandani.com

America’s Next

TOP
MODEL
contestant Sarah!

try: Ponytail
holder, Goody,
$5, drugstores

try: Comb, Alex and Ani,
$38, alexandani.com

HILARY SWANK

try: Bobby pin, Scünci, $8 for set of two, Target stores

TURN for more looks!

ON SARAH : DRESS, BETSE Y JOHNSON ; HAIR CLIPS, ALL GIRLPROPS. MARC
JACOBS: AF P/GET T Y IMAGES. MILLER : ( MAIN) STEVE GRANITZ/WIREIMAGE;
(INSET) LESTER COHEN/WIREIMAGE. SWANK: AF P/GET T Y IMAGES.

Look for her this season
on Wednesdays on
The CW!

beauty
HAIR IDEAS | ACCESSORIZE YOUR HAIR

S
D
N
A
B
HEAD
try: Tortoise headband, Renée Rivera,
$68, reneerivera.com

try: Heart-embellished headband, $6,
hottopic.com

D&G

these on
Slide one of
to
y
yle our hair
after you st
k
o
any lo .
add polish to

spotted
on the
runway!

America’s Next

TOP
MODEL
challenge winner

try: Black plastic headband, Claire’s,
$4, Claire’s stores

Brittany—look for
her this season
on Wednesdays on
The CW!

HAYDEN
PANETTIERE

try: Jeweled headband, Susan Daniels, $68,
Henri Bendel, New York, NY; 800-H-BENDEL

Try printed
headbands for
a glam look!

This is lined
with textured
fabric to help it
stay in place.

RIHANNA

WEB EXTRA

See more
red-carpet
runway acce and
ssor y
looks at

seventeen.com/
accessory.

try: Fabric-andjewel headband,
Scünci, $8,
Target stores

ON BRIT TANY: TANK, ELL A MOSS; HE ADBAND, LOUIS VUIT TON. D & G : IMA X TREE.COM. PANET TIERE: RUSSELL EINHORN/SPL ASH NEWS. RIHANNA : GEORGE PIMENTEL/WIREIMAGE.

try: Fabric-and-jewel headband, Jane Tran,
$53, hairboutique.com

“

Strong abs are
the foundation
of a strong body.
Everything
is connected to
your core!

“

–RADU

FLATTER ABS

INSTANTLY!
Need to ﬁ rm up for a big event?

1
2
3

Limit starchy carbs the
day of your event—while
you’re digesting them,
they can make you puffy.
Do 25 to 30 crunches a
half hour beforehand to
tighten your tummy.
Stand up straight with your
shoulders back—you will
look taller and slimmer!

—Master Pilates Instructor Tracey Mallett
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MAIN PHOTO : JUPITER IMAGES. STEP- BY-STEP PHOTOS : JASON TODD. HAIR AND MAKEUP: STACEY BENEKE FOR MARK EDWARDS. ON MODEL, OPPOSITE PAGE: TANK, FIL A ; CAPRIS, AMERICAN APPAREL.

health

17 TRAINER

REACH

BALANCE
A

A

KEEP YOUR
TUMMY
PULLED IN!

B
B

KEEP
YOUR LEGS
STILL!

A Lie on your back with your B Use your abs to pull
legs, head, and shoulders up; hold for 8 counts.
up. Hold for 8 counts.
Do 2 sets of 8 reps.

B Lift and reach up your left
A Lie on your right side.
Use arms to prop yourself arm and leg. Hold for 8
counts. Do 8 on each side.
up. Hold for 8 counts.

get sexy abs

Be ready for swimsuit season with these Pilates-inspired moves from
Radu Teodorescu. Do them three times a week this month to firm up!
WEB EXTRA

e
Get in shapive
us
with excl at
os
vide
er.

seventeen.com

/train

KICK

TWIST
A

A

B
LIFT FROM
YOUR
STOMACH!

B

YOU’LL FEEL
IT ON YOUR
SIDES!

A Lie facedown and use
your arms for support.
Hold for 8 counts.

B Lift your butt and left
leg. Hold for 8 counts.
Do 8 on each side.

A Get into a straightB Cross your right knee
armed push-up position. under left leg. Hold for 8
Hold for 8 counts.
counts. Do 8 on each side.

seventeen.com | MAY 2007
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eat

NEW
BO
NEWDY,
YOU
2007

healthy
You can have fun at barbecues,
cookouts, and birthdays
without OD’ing on fat and sugar.
BY melanie abrahams
When I see cake at a
party, I think, Yum!
But will this help me reach
my goal? Probably not. So I
take a smaller piece and
look for healthier things
to munch on.

Read
JoJo’s blog at
seventeen.com/
challenge
to see how she
keeps fit!

–JoJo

(She’s doing our challenge too!)

sweet tooth

086

have your cake
There was no shortage of
goodies at the Sweet Sixteen
party we threw for JoJo!

Don’t deny yourself a treat! These 200-calorie
portions will satisfy you without weighing you down.

200

CALORIES EACH

brownie

fruit salad

ice cream

piece of cake

chocolate chip cookie

SHOULD BE
THE SIZE OF:

SHOULD BE
THE SIZE OF:

SHOULD BE
THE SIZE OF:

SHOULD BE
THE SIZE OF:

SHOULD BE
THE SIZE OF:

ring box

Magic 8 Ball

tennis ball

Sidekick

seventeen.com | MAY 2007

Starbucks coffee lid

TURN for more healthy party food!

PHOTO OF JOJO: RAQUEL LAUREN. STILL LIFES: (BROWNIE) KEYFOTO/ALAMY; (FRUIT SALAD) CORBIS; (ICE CREAM) FOODFOLIO/ALAMY; (PIECE OF CAKE) FOODCOLLECTION.COM/ALAMY; (CHOCOLATE CHIP
COOKIE) BRAND X PICTURES/ALAMY; (COFFEE LID) D. HURST/ALAMY; (SIDEKICK) COURTESY OF T-MOBILE; (TENNIS BALL) SHOTFILE/ALAMY; (MAGIC 8 BALL) BRAND X PICTURES/ALAMY; (RING BOX) ARIC MAYER.

at parties

health
YOUR BODY | EAT HEALTHY AT PARTIES

food fight
In the battle of irresistible party foods, here are the
healthy winners and the big-fat losers!

INSTEAD OF

TRY

ham, cheese, and mayo hoagie

turkey, cheese, and mustard hoagie

WHY:
It has less fat and
sodium—plus, more
protein and iron.

hot dog

hamburger
WHY:
They have less fat
and fewer calories—
but still satisfy
crunchy cravings.

potato chips

pretzels
WHY:
It has less fat and
fewer calories—but
more vitamin C.

onion dip

salsa

STILL LIFES, THIS PAGE: (HAM HOAGIE) FOODCOLLECTION.COM/AL AMY; (TURKEY HOAGIE) BRAND X PICTURES/AL AMY; (HAMBURGER) VEER.COM ; ( PRETZELS) COSTON STOCK/AL AMY; (SALSA) © STOCKFOOD/IRVINE;
(ONION DIP) © STOCKFOOD/PETERSON ; ( POTATO CHIPS) D. HURST/AL AMY; (HOT DOG) VEER.COM. PHOTO OF GIRL, OPPOSITE PAGE: FREE IMAGINATION/AL AMY. AVOCADO : STOCKFOOD/LEE.

WHY:
It has less fat and
fewer calories—but
still packs calcium
and protein.

TAKE THIS DIP TO

EVERY
PARTY!

skinny
dipping
This seven-layer dip has
less fat than the usual one
but tastes just as good.

1
2
1
1
1
1
10
1
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

16-oz. can of fat-free refried beans
avocados, mashed
16-oz. tub of reduced-fat sour cream
16-oz. jar of salsa
cup of iceberg lettuce, shredded
cup of tomatoes, chopped
black olives, sliced
cup of reduced-fat shredded cheese
bag of baked tortilla chips

Spread the refried beans into the bottom of a
shallow glass baking dish.
Spoon the mashed avocados over the beans to
create the second layer.
Scoop the sour cream on top of the avocados and
spread gently to make a third layer in the baking dish.

Carefully pour the salsa over the sour cream and
smear it evenly across.
Sprinkle the lettuce and tomatoes on top, then place
the olive slices uniformly over the surface.

Top it all with the shredded cheese and serve with
baked tortilla chips—mmm!

GET FIT NOW!
Join our New Body, New You plan today at
seventeen.com/challenge and commit to
making healthier choices all month long. Then
check out the site to find your ideal weight
and get healthy (and delicious) meal ideas!
Sign up and enter to win two

Dance Dance
Revolution
SuperNOVA
GAMES FOR PLAYSTATION 2 FROM KONAMI!
(Challenge a friend!)
Go to page 153 for details.

17 EXPERT: Lisa R. Young, Ph.D., R.D., author of The Portion Teller Plan (Morgan Road Books, 2005).
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WEB EXTRA

Have mor
questions ab e
ou
body (or yo t his
ur
Ask an expe s)?
at
seventeen.com/rt
sex.

get to
know his

body!

The naked truth about guys and
sex—we asked the experts
your most personal questions!
BY

1

elisa benson

k
n
a
h
t
n
a
You c mones
his htohrese abs!
for

“Why do guys get good bodies
easily and girls have to work
for them?”
–KATIE, 18, BELLINGHAM, WA

A DOC SAYS: Guys get defined muscles more easily
because their bodies produce testosterone, a hormone
that naturally helps boys add muscle tissue as they
grow. Some studies suggest this hormone also makes
guys more competitive, which could draw them to sports.
Girls have testosterone too, but in smaller amounts.

HE SAYS: “It’s not that easy—guys have to
work too! But when we’re bored, we’ll play a
pickup basketball game. The exercise helps.”
–KEVIN, 17, BROOKLYN, NY

2

“What does an erection feel
like for a guy?”
–LAUREN-ELIZABETH, 16, MAUI, HI

A DOC SAYS: Blood rushes to the penis, causing
a full, throbbing feeling. His breathing quickens, and his
heart rate speeds up. The state of excitement is also
mental—he may feel consumed by thoughts of sex.

HE SAYS: “You kind of get the blinders on.
It preoccupies you, like, Oh, it’s there, what
am I going to do about it? Then when a guy
has an orgasm, it’s just a total body shock.
Everything tenses up and then suddenly
releases. You just want to sleep afterward.”

17 FYI
Muscle mass boosts
metabolism, so
a guy like this can
eat more without
gaining weight.

3

“Is there a way
I can tell if a guy
has an STD?”
–KRISTIN, 20, PHILADELPHIA, PA

A DOC SAYS: Maybe. Some STDs have major
warning signs, so don’t have sex if you notice unusual
bumps, sores, or rashes around his groin area or a
discharge coming from his penis. But some symptoms
take months to appear—or never show up at all. Only
a doctor can tell what’s contagious, so ask your guy to
get tested and use a condom every time.

HE SAYS: “I know a guy who found out he
had something after his girlfriend caught it.
You can’t always tell by looking.”

–JON, 16, PASADENA, MD

090

17 EXPERT: Kate Cronan, M.D., medical editor for TeensHealth.org and chief of the Division of Emergency Medicine at
Alfred I. duPont Hospital for Children in Wilmington, DE; Jonathan Vapnek, M.D., a urologist practicing in New York, NY.

–BRAD, 23, NEW YORK, NY

health

4

“I’ve heard
some people talk
about ‘precum.’
What is it?”
–MALZINO, 15, COLUMBUS, OH

MAIN PHOTO (THIS PAGE) : SAYE. FASHION EDITOR : BE AU QUILLIAN. ON MODEL (LEF T) : JE ANS, SISLEY. ON MODEL ( MIDDLE) : JE ANS, ABERCROMBIE & FITCH. ON MODEL ( RIGHT) : CARGOS, DOCKERS. ON MODEL (BACKGROUND) : JE ANS, OLD NAV Y.
MAIN PHOTO (OPPOSITE PAGE) : ERICK A M C CONNELL. FASHION EDITOR : BE AU QUILLIAN. ON HER : TUNIC, JJ BASICS. ON HIM : JE ANS, MODEL’S OWN.

A DOC SAYS: When a guy gets
aroused, his body produces a clear
liquid called preseminal fluid—or
precum—that travels through the penis
to clean out urine, which can kill sperm.
Since it contains some sperm and
drips from the penis before ejaculation,
your guy should wear a condom
during any genital-to-genital contact.

HE SAYS: “I’m super-careful
about precum because it
can get a girl pregnant. I’m
not ready for that.”
–JOSH, 21, REEDSBURG, WI

5

“Why do guys love
to look at naked
women? I don’t like
naked guys that much!”
–MONICA*, 19, EDDYVILLE, IA

A DOC SAYS: When guys are
turned on, the visual centers in their
brains become much more active
than girls’ do in the same situation.
That means when it comes to sex,
guys tend to focus more on the
way a person looks than girls do.

7

“Is it painful if
he gets turned on but
doesn’t ‘finish?’”
–HYACINTH, 16, COLUMBIA, MD

A DOC SAYS: Because blood flow increases to the testicles and penis when
a guy gets sexually aroused, some guys feel a heavy, aching sensation if the
tension isn’t released through ejaculation. The slang term is blue balls because
the testicles have a blue tint when filled with blood. The ache subsides shortly
after the sexual stimulation ends, so if a guy uses it as an excuse to push you
sexually, stop all sexual activity—his discomfort will go away soon.

HE SAYS: “For me, I don’t really get the pain of blue balls.
Just an urge to finish what I started!”
–RONALD, 19, IRVINE, CA

HE SAYS: “I don’t think guys
are sweatier—or stinkier—than
girls . . . although some of us
probably have worse hygiene!”
–JIMMIE, 20, MADISON, WI

8

“I want to know if
there’s a doctor
like the gyno who
guys have to see?”
–LARISSA, 15, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO

A DOC SAYS: No. Guys should
get a physical from their family doctor
every year, and at that time the doc

can check for testicular cancer and a
hernia—an abnormal bulge in the
groin muscle that is 10 times more likely
to occur in guys than girls. The doc
can feel the hernia by touching behind
the patient’s testicles and asking him to
“turn his head and cough.” The strain
from coughing pushes the bulge out to
make it more noticeable.

HE SAYS: “Every guy needs to
check regularly for cancer in
his testicles, but the doctor can
show us how to do it ourselves
between exams.”
–REINIER, 18, MIAMI, FL

HE SAYS: “Gawking at photos
of naked women makes it
easier to imagine that one is
there with you. But pictures get
you in a lot less trouble!”
–RICH, 22, NORTH HAMPTON, NH

6

“Why do guys
always get more
sweaty than girls?”
–HALEY, 14, BALLWIN, MO

A DOC SAYS: Sweat cools off the
skin. Since guys are generally larger
and more muscular than girls, there’s
more to cool off, and therefore more
sweat is needed to maintain their body
temperature. During puberty guys bulk
up quickly, which is why some seem
to sweat like crazy! The sweat glands
can also cause a slight odor when
they become overactive.

every six seconds?
Docs say there’s
no norm for how often
guys think about sex.

*Name has been changed.
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want to
vegout?
Whether you’re morally opposed to
eating meat, in it for your health, or just
curious about vegetarian stuff, here
are the tasty tidbits you need to know.

WEB EXTRA

Is your diet
healt
and balance hy
Find out for d?
sure at
sev

enteen.com/
mealmaker.

VEGETARIAN
I’m Seventh-day
Adventist, and my faith
says eating a vegetarian diet
to stay healthy shows respect
for our bodies and for God.
My parents said I could start
eating meat as a teen,
but I didn’t want to!

YU M !

Caroline loves
getting bean
burritos from
Taco Bell!

–CAROLINE, 16, AVON, OH

My vegetarian friend
told me I’d have more
energy if I gave up meat—and
I found it’s true! I still eat fish
for protein, but cutting out
beef and poultry made
a big difference for me.

YU M !

Amanda loves
grilled salmon
and fresh
salads!

VEGAN
I can’t stand the
thought of animals
being hurt or treated badly,
so I don’t want to eat meat
or any other products that
come from animals—
like eggs or milk.

092

fruits &
veggies

tofu &
beans

wheat &
grains

eggs &
dairy

get calcium Dairy

products provide bone-building
calcium, but vegans need to
include calcium-rich foods—like
tofu, broccoli, and calciumfortified orange juice—in their diets. Read
labels and aim for 1,300 milligrams each
day from either food or supplements.

take B

12 This energizing
vitamin could prevent heart
disease. Eggs and milk are good
sources of it, so if you’re vegan,
eat B12-fortified cereal or take a
supplement of 2 to 3 micrograms each day.

YU M !

Sanaa can’t
resist vegan
mocha
ice cream!

–SANAA, 16, KIRKLAND, WA

KEY

1
2
3

Iron from plants
(like spinach and beans) is harder
for your body to absorb than the
iron in meat. And without enough
of it, you could become anemic,
which makes you tired and could lead to an
irregular heartbeat. Take a daily supplement
so you get at least 27 milligrams daily.

–AMANDA, 16, COCKEYSVILLE, MD

WHAT THEY EAT

If you don’t eat meat, you’ll need to
take these extra steps to be healthy.

add iron

PESCETARIAN
WHAT THEY EAT

DO IT RIGHT

fish

meat

–SHELINA KURWA

READER EDITOR
“I eat vegetarian
sometimes—I want to
show everyone how
easy it can be!”
–shelina, 17

17 EXPERT: Reed Mangels, Ph.D., R.D., nutrition adviser for the Vegetarian Resource Group and coauthor of Simply Vegan, 4th ed. (The Vegetarian Resource Group, 2006).

MAIN PHOTO : JASON TODD. HAIR AND MAKEUP: STACY BENEKE FOR MARK EDWARD. ON MODEL: T-SHIRT, THRE ADPIT.COM.

WHAT THEY EAT

love life

dancing queen
We’re sure it was
Jessica’s talent that
boyfriend Cash
Warren (above, right)
ﬁrst noticed—not
those abs of steel.

Jessica Alba is
beautiful. I fell in
love with her when
I saw Honey. Girls
who can dance like
that are so hot!
–MARIO, 19, CRANSTON, RI

TEXT & WIN!
GUYS TALK

READER EDITOR

ALBA AND WARREN : ASSOCIATED PRESS. ALBA (INSET) : E VERET T COLLECTION. KEYS : THEO WARGO/WIREIMAGE.COM. JOHANSSON : JE AN - PAUL AUSSENARD/WIREIMAGE.COM. KNIGHTLEY: MIKE GUASTELL A/WIREIMAGE.COM. JOLIE: L AWRENCE LUCIER/FILMMAGIC.COM.

“Reporting this
article was a great
excuse for me to
talk to cute guys!”
–nada, 20

Would you want to trade
places with a celeb?
Use your cell phone to text your
answer—“GT YES” or “GT NO”—
to 83200 and you could win
a Mio DigiWalker H610 Handheld
Personal Navigation and Digital
Entertainment Device (worth
$500)! Go to seventeen.com/
freebies or page 153 for details.

who’s

LOOK FOR THE RESULTS IN
OUR JULY ISSUE.

the perfect girl?
You’d think most guys are looking for a hot body. But even when it
comes to celebs, they told us that inner beauty is important too.

‘‘

‘‘

My ideal girl
would be

My idea of the perfect
woman is Scarlett
Johansson. She just
has a quality about her—
maybe it’s the tone of
her voice—that makes
you want to trust her.
It’s like I could tell
her anything.

Alicia Keys.
She seems really
down-to-earth, and
the way she plays
piano with such
talent and passion
makes her totally sexy
and alluring!
–ismael, 20,
new haven, ct

’’

’’

–nils, 19, new rochelle, ny

‘‘

Angelina Jolie

is so beautiful,
it gives me goose bumps.
But I’m really into the
fact that she’s politically
active; she’s a strong,
independent woman.
–eric, 20, ringwood, nj

‘‘

’’

The hottest celebrity
in my opinion is

Keira Knightley.
She doesn’t come
across as trashy—she’s
always reﬁned, which
is something that’s so
important to me in a
potential girlfriend.

WEB EXTRA

More guys ta
lk
about their
perfect girl
at

seventeen.com/
perfect.

–jonas, 21, tucson, az

’’
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love life
GIVE THIS TO YOUR GUY

CUT THIS OUT AND

plan a

PASS IT
TO HIM !

dream
springdate

what’s for lunch?
can pull together with
Here’s a delicious spread you
and minimal prep time.
one trip to the supermarket

& Dijon wraps
turkey, swiss
mustard in plain tortillas and roll

Layer meat, cheese, and
is safer in the sun
up. Wraps beat soggy bread, mustard
out refrigeration.
with
s
hour
two
than mayo, and turkey lasts

d dip
carrot sticksarean
a perfect on-the-go snack,

Prewashed baby carrots
lly in the same aisle.
and single servings of dip are usua

strawberriesos

supplies:

WRAP THE
BOTTLES
TOWEL TO SOIN A
CONDENSATI P UP
ON.

s treats
Rice Krispie
dessert won’t melt. Get them from
Unlike chocolate, this
kind.
the bakery or grab the prepackaged

breath mints
meal with a thank-you kiss !
We’ll want to finish the

s!!
spoiler
Picnic

, or pesto Keep
onions, tunaavo
iding these stinky

the fresh air fresh by
a toothbrush!
foods—you ’re a long way from

098

HOW TO PULL IT OFF
Choose a neighborhood
park or even your backyard—anyplace with
a soft patch of grass or a picnic table.

bottled water
n it’s not

Go gourmet! Find recipes at

seventeen.com/
dreamdate.

location:

They’re easy to eat and
romantic! Just remember to wash
them before you leave the house.

It tastes good even whe
ice-cold and doubles as a quick fix
for mustard spills, mud, bird poo —
ice pack too.
whatever! Freeze it and use it as an

WEB EXTRA

Get more
dream-date
ideas at

seventeen.com/picnic.

Don’t forget napkins
or moist towelettes, a trash bag, and a
large blanket to sit on. Stuff it all inside
a picnic basket or cooler (like the one
below). A regular backpack works too!

timing:

Surprise me!
Show up on a weekend
afternoon with the
goods in hand. Or
hide it all in a secret
location where we’ll
stumble across it
together later on!
DON’T
E
FORGET TH

BUG
SPRAY!

17 EXPERT: Robin Vitetta-Miller, author of Picnics: Easy Recipes for the Best Alfresco Foods (Clarkson Potter, 2005) and host of Food Network’s Quick Fix Meals.

MAIN PHOTO: BLOSSOM BERKOFSKY. SITTINGS EDITOR: JESSICA MORIBER. HAIR: ALEJANDRA FOR ARTISTS/PHYTO. MAKEUP: BRET MIEDEL FOR ARTISTSBYTIMOTHYPRIANO.COM. ON HER: JACKET, GAP;
TANK, RUE21. ON HIM: POLO SHIRT, LACOSTE. STILL LIFES: (STRAWBERRY) GETTY IMAGES; (COOLER) COURTESY OF KEEPYOURCOOLER.COM; (ANTS) GETTY IMAGES; (MINTS) DAVID TURNER/STUDIO D.

You may be a pizza-and-DVD kind of
guy, but in girl world, a picnic
is dating perfection! BY elisa benson

love life
GUY HELP

WEB EXTRA

MAIN PHOTO : TODD MARSHARD. STILL LIFES: (JE ANS) ANGELIK A GRUNDLER; (SCALE) JASON TODD ; (GIF T) WESTEND61/AL AMY; (SCISSORS) JEFFREY WESTBROOK/STUDIO D ; (CANDY) FOODFOLIO/AL AMY.

Ever been su
rp
by the cute rised
he did notic thing
e? Share
your story at

seventeen.com/
notice.

what guys
never notice

Five fewer things to stress over when you’re with an
oblivious guy (um, all of them!). BY elisa benson

labels He isn’t looking at the distinctive pockets of
designer jeans; his eyes are only on your cute butt! Save your
splurge clothes for the people who notice—your girlfriends.

your body hang-ups Are you
obsessed with the numbers on your scale? Well, your guy
couldn’t care less about how much you weigh. If he
likes the way you look, he likes the way you look. Seriously!

fancy gift wrap Guys only want to
get to the present! And when he “wraps” your gift,
don’t be hurt if he just uses the store’s plastic bag.

your new haircut He
sees the whole you, not every wisp of
your bangs or layers. Don’t worry if he
doesn’t comment: He likes your entire
style, so he’s not stuck on the details.

●

17 EXPERT: Ian Kerner, Ph.D., author of DSI—Date Scene Investigation:
The Diagnostic Manual of Dating Disorders (Regan Books, 2006).

CUTE HABITS

Your little quirks ma
ke
you adorable to him
!

●

OTHERS’ REACTIONS

When you crack a
joke or look ext ra hot
,
he loves that you ’re
impressing his crew.

subtle hints

When
you mention the sweet gift your
friend Jen got from her BF, he
thinks you want to talk about Jen!
Clarify by adding, “I’d love if you
surprised me like that.”

WHAT G
DO NOTICUEY:S

●

YOUR SMELL

Perfume, soap, or you
r
natural sweetness :
He finds your scent sex
y.

love life
DATING CLINIC

love lessons from

pete wentz

You may not get to test them on the Fall Out Boy himself,
but his dating tips will work on the cuties in your class!
WEB EXTRA

1. act up
When I like
a girl, I talk
about her all
the time. It
just annoys my
friends.

2. hit on him

Girls don’t realize that boys are usually as nervous
as they are, and they wait for us to make all the moves.
But sometimes girls need to be more forthright—guys
like to get chased a little bit too!

3. build him up

Guys just wanna be king of the
jungle. So if I say, “Check it out—I’m
gonna throw a rock at this sign!”
I want to impress you. I don’t want
you to outthrow me or tell me
your last boyfriend was the pitcher
on the baseball team.

4. dress down

fall out boy
kick off their
Honda Civic tour on
April 18—go to
civictour.honda.com
for tickets.

There is nothing hotter than a girl wearing my
hoodie. You don’t have to dress up nicely every day—
I don’t wanna feel like we’re in an office.

5. do small, sweet things

I still read a scrapbook one girl gave me. (I remember
calling my friends because it was the coolest thing I
ever got.) And I’m a comfort-food guy—if you make
me mac and cheese or PB&J, I will be in love with you.

former f ling
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pete and michelle
trachtenberg

pete and
ashlee
simpson

a recent ﬂame

MAIN PHOTO : GREGG D E GUIRE/WIREIMAGE.COM. FALL OUT BOY: COURTESY OF ISL AND/DEF JAM. WENTZ AND
SIMPSON : MICHAEL TRAN/FILMMAGIC.COM. TRACHTENBERG AND WENTZ: JEFF KRAVITZ/FILMMAGIC.COM.

pete wentz
He’s Fall Out Boy’s bassist
and songwriter—and a
poet, DJ, and clothing
designer. Plus he’s single!

We may say we don’t like drama, but I like
crazy, creative girls. There’s nothing wrong with
showing your true colors . . . although you should
find the line between quirky and full-out insane.

For more of
Pe
dating advic te’s
check out his e,
fu
inter view at ll
seventeen.com/sta
rs.

IF YO U ’R E

LI K E

dam
rachel & a

RELATIONSHIP REHAB

too much
togetherness?
After two years of dating, working,
and partying together, costars Rachel
Bilson and Adam Brody of The OC
announced their split in December ’06.
the end of an era
Now that The OC
is over, Rachel and
Adam are both
staying single.

HOW TO FIX IT: Spending time apart
gives you new stories to share and helps you
grow as a person. So don’t invite
him along on every shopping
WEB EXTRA
trip. You might even consider
Which celeb
rity
taking a break. When you see couple wi
ll break
next? Vote at up
each other a little less, you
seventeen.com/
breakup.
value the time together more.

WHEN TO LET GO: Even the
most intense romances can fizzle. If time
off feels like a relief, you could discover that
the relationship may have run its course.

they broke up...
will you?
IF YOU ’R E LI

These Hollywood couples seemed
perfect—then it was over! Here’s
how to save your relationship from
the same fate (or realize it really
is time to let it go). BY elisa benson

KE

a public affair
Cam made a scene
when Justin chatted up
Jessica Biel at a Golden
Globes after-party.

BILSON AND BRODY: (MAIN) CHRIS POLK/FILMMAGIC.COM; (LEF T INSET) COURTESY OF FOX; (RIGHT INSET): X17AGENCY.COM.
MADDEN AND DUFF: JIM SPELLMAN/WIREIMAGE. DUFF SISTERS: SETH BROWARNIK/WIREIMAGE.COM. MADDEN: INFGOFF.COM.
TIMBERLAKE AND DIAZ: JAMES DEVANEY/WIREIMAGE.COM. BIEL: STEVE GRANITZ/WIREIMAGE.COM.

hilary & joel

major age
difference?
After two and a half
years, 19-year-old Hilary
Duff reportedly wanted
to play the field—but
28-year-old Joel
Madden was looking for
a commitment.

HOW TO FIX IT: If you’re
the aftermath
While Hil parties it up
with her sis, Joel has
moved on to Nicole
Richie—age 25.

not on the same page
anymore—like one of you
wants to go further physically,
or you’re bored and feel
attracted to other guys—
think hard about what you
really value in life to decide
if the relationship still fits.

WHEN TO LET GO: If
you realize your needs just
don’t mesh, it’s probably over.

17 EXPERT: Patti Feinstein, a national dating
coach based in Chicago, IL.

IF YOU ’R E LI

KE

stin
cameron & ju

jealousy overload?
Rumor has it that Cameron Diaz couldn’t
stand Justin Timberlake’s flirting—and in
January ’07, they split after nearly four years.

HOW TO FIX IT: If you hate when your guy talks to
girls, tell him it makes you feel left out. If his actions
are innocent, he won’t get defensive or act evasive.

WHEN TO LET GO: If he doesn’t care about
making you feel more secure, find a new guy.
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real life

the “it girls”
Karrissa (here) and
a few other squad
members always got
their way.

could these be the
meanest girls
in america?!?
These cheerleaders may look sweet, but
they’ve caused a scandal in their Texas town.
They intimidated students, forced four
coaches to quit, and tormented the girls on
their squad. How did such bad girls end
up ruling their school? BY veronica byrd

no joke
Elizabeth sent racy
text messages
from her coach’s
cell phone.

17 EXPOSED

K

arrissa Theret was
blonde, popular, and used
to doing whatever she
pleased. “She did what
she wanted and didn’t
care what anyone thought,” says
Amanda Turner, 19, who had served on
the student council with her. Karrissa,
a cheerleader at McKinney North High
School in McKinney, Texas, was in a
tight clique with four other squad
members. The cheerleaders, all seniors,
were practically famous—at school
they were called the Fab Five. They got
a lot of attention because they wore
low-cut tank tops and drove around in
one of the girls’ flashy SUVs. But they
were also blatantly mean to other
students, obnoxiously rude to teachers,
and callously manipulative of their
coaches (forcing four to quit)—and they
got away with it for years.

ADDITIONAL REPORTING : ELISA BENSON.

OUT OF BOUNDS
Karrissa, now 18, was the ringleader,
and often insulted other kids in total
Mean Girls style. “We’d be walking down
the hall, and Karrissa would say to
another girl, ‘Hey, I like your pants,’”
says Amanda. “Then as soon as the girl
walked away, she would tell me they
were hideous.”
Karrissa and her clique even
targeted girls on their own cheer
squad. When two new girls joined the
team, “they would sit there during
lunch and rag on them,” recalls
Amanda. “They’d talk about their plan
to make them miserable.” Kayla
Walker, 18, who was on the squad with
them for a year, witnessed the same
bitchy behavior: “If you weren’t cute or
popular, they were rude to you behind
your back.” When the team went to
cheerleading camp (the squad arrived
in a stretch limo), Karrissa laughed
at one cheerleader who couldn’t keep
up. One day another squad member
suggested a new move. “Shut up!
That’s stupid!” Karrissa snapped.
“The other cheerleaders were always
afraid of being criticized by Karrissa,”
recalls Michaela Ward, who became
their coach in February 2006.
But a lot of students think the girls
didn’t do anything wrong. “What they did

was nothing out of the ordinary,” says a
senior at the school. “It was nothing you
couldn’t find at any other high school.”

GIRLS GONE WILD
The girls’ teachers and coaches, on the
other hand, did not see it that way. One
night at camp one of the other Fab Five
members, Elizabeth Griffin, now 18,
took Ms. Ward’s cell phone and sent a
text message to her husband about
trying sex activities. There was also an
incident at a basketball game when a
different cheerleading coach told
Karrissa to get in cheer formation—and
she flipped off the coach in front of the
entire crowd. The coach yelled, “Get out
of my gym!” But Karrissa screamed
back, “No!” and just ignored her.
The crazy thing was, the girls were

Karrissa
laughed at one
cheerleader who
couldn’t keep up.
never seriously punished for any of it.
The reason? Karrissa’s mom, Linda
Theret, was the school’s principal, and
she looked the other way when it came
to the Fab Five’s bad behavior. One day
Ms. Ward found out that one of them
had gotten in trouble in class for talking
on her cell phone. Ms. Ward reported
the incident to the principal—who then
warned her not to punish the girl. “Do
not do that!” Ms. Theret said.
The girls’ outrageous behavior
probably would have continued if another
student’s mom hadn’t found a shocking
photo on her daughter’s MySpace page.
It showed four of the cheerleaders
posing in their uniforms in a condom
shop, holding penis-shaped candles
(one of them had it near her mouth).
The mother then sent the photos
to Ms. Theret. A few weeks later the
superintendent stepped in and
temporarily suspended the girls from the
team and put them on probation. “One
more mistake and you’ll be kicked off
the squad for good,” Ms. Ward told them
during a team meeting. But they still

free pass
Karrissa (with her mom,
the principal, right)
rarely got punished for
her bad behavior.

thought they were untouchable. “Good
luck with that!” Elizabeth snorted back.

THE FINAL STRAW
Frustrated with not being able
to discipline the Fab Five, Ms. Ward
resigned as coach and
complained to a school
Hav WEB
E X TR
te e you
administrator that she
at y ased b ever b A
our
ya
ee
was unable to do her job
o u r sch o o cliq u e n
su r
l? T
s
v
a
event ey
effectively. In October
a ke
meaneen.com/ t
girls.
the board hired an
attorney to investigate if
Ms. Theret had protected her daughter
and her friends. The Fab Five quit the
squad, and in December, Ms. Theret
resigned. Karrissa transferred to a
different school. Some of the Fab Five
admit they made mistakes. “There is no
doubt that they regret what happened,”
says the father of one of them. As
for Karissa, who is now enrolled at a
Texas university, “she’s learned a lot,”
says her mom’s attorney. “She knows
she needs to tone herself down and
not get caught up in all the power.” 17

MY SIDE
One Fab Five cheerleader says the
ordeal made the girls stonger!
She agreed to talk on the condition
that we not name her.
We have been through so
much and have only grown
stronger in our friendships. The
report said this was the end of the
Fab Five. Well, there is no end to
us. . . . Life is evidently full of hard
lessons, but we will always have
each other. We survive and we
celebrate, and hope to do
that all of our lives together.
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real life

’S
HIL A RYN
MISSIO :

end
hunger
now

Over 8 million American kids and
teens are suffering from hunger.
Hilary Duff is helping—so can you.
BY melanie abrahams

W

hen Hilary was little,
she and her mom
would collect food from
friends and family to
donate to local charities.
So when a supporter of USA Harvest
(a group that helps feed the hungry)
approached Hilary in 2004 about
collecting canned goods from her fans
at concerts, she remembered her
mom’s devotion—and she was happy
to be able to give back.

why it matters to ME

“

WEB EXTRA

See how you
can
help Hilar
favorite char y’s
ities at

seventeen.com/
hilary.

We take a lot for granted. I went to New
Orleans a year after Hurricane Katrina,
and while I was helping out, I met an amazing
lady who runs a food drive every day. Working
with other volunteers and meeting people who
truly need help taught me that hunger and poverty
can happen to anyone. I’m lucky to be in a position
where I can spread the word, but you don’t have
to be famous to do something. Anyone can
lending a hand
Hilary bagged up
give their time or donate canned food that’s
food for hurricane
just sitting in their cupboard—
victims last fall.
it really makes a difference.
–Hilary Duff
seventeen.com | MAY 2007
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17 MISSION

make it YOUR mission
See what you can do now to help stop hunger in your community—and the world.

CLICK

Log on to amazon.com/
feed and order this
cute bag, designed by
model Lauren Bush,
for about $60. The
money will help feed
hungry people
around the
world.

When you go to one of Hilary’s concerts this
summer, bring nonperishable food to donate to
USA Harvest. Check out her tour dates and get
more info on USA Harvest at hilaryduff.com.

45%
of US towns can’t
afford to feed all
the local people
suffering from
hunger.

Every

five
seconds a child
dies from hungerrelated causes
worldwide.

BAKE

Organize a bake sale for the Share Our
Strength Great American Bake Sale
(strength.org). Since 2003 bake sales have
raised more than $3 million to stop hunger
in America. Go
to seventeen.com/
mission for a great
cupcake recipe!

DO

Get your friends to match the amount of
money they spend on lunch in a donation to a
local food bank. Go to secondharvest.org
to find a food bank, then copy our pledge card
and give it to everyone you know!

17
PLEDGE CARD

“I pledge to help
ﬁght hunger on

35

million people in
America don’t
have enough food
to nourish
themselves.

(FILL IN DATE)

by giving
$ (FILL IN AMOUNT) to a
local food bank.”

✂

DUFF: (MAIN) BRIAN BOWEN SMITH; (“LENDING A HAND” PHOTO) TMZ.COM. STILL LIFES: (SWEET PE AS) © BUMANN -STOCKFOOD MUNICH/STOCKFOOD ; (SOUP) ERIC CHEN/AL AMY; ( PE ANUT BUT TER) ARIC MAYER ; ( BAG) COURTESY OF COMPANY;
(COINS) ARIC MAYER ; (CUPCAKE) GETTY IMAGES. LOCAL-HUNGER AND CHILD-DEATH STATISTICS: COURTESY OF BREAD FOR THE WORLD. AMERICAN-HUNGER STATISTIC: COURTESY OF THE FOOD RESEARCH AND ACTION CENTER.

GIVE

(SIGN)

Giving

$1
through Second
Harvest will help
provide for 20 pounds
of food and other
necessities.

real life

the dir t y bout
t ru t h a

ISSUES

girlswho gossip!

Rumors don’t just damage reputations—they can
leave emotional scars too. BY holly eagleson

A GOSSIPER’S STORY
I was tired of
seeing Daniella get
all this attention —she’d
always land the hot dates,
and teachers would make a
big deal about her grades
being so high. So I basically
said everything bad I could
think of about her, though
most of it wasn’t true. I told kids she would talk
about them—and say horrible things, like they
were stupid, ugly, and slutty. A lot of people
stopped speaking to Daniella because of the
rumors I’d spread. I even remember her crying a
few times, which gave me a sense of power. She
left school before I could come to my senses and
apologize to her. But if I could take it back,
I would—I lost my best friend and hurt a
bunch of people for no reason.
–TRACY, 18, LOCUST VALLEY, NY

When I heard
rumors that I was
a ‘slut who stole boyfriends,’
I was shocked—I’m religious
and still a virgin! At the
same time, Tracy suddenly
started to call me ‘ugly’ and
‘fat’ to my face or she’d just
ignore me. I didn’t think she
was behind the gossip until I went into the school
bathroom one day while I was upset and saw
someone had written I was a ‘fat whore’ on the
wall. When I confronted Tracy, she turned to my
old friends and said, ‘Hey, look at the whore!’ It
got so out of control that people posted terrible
stories about me on MySpace. I almost never left
my house. Finally I had to switch to a new
school, where luckily I made a fresh start.
– DANIELLA, 17, MINEOLA, NY
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paris and nicky hilton
have been part of the
Hollywood rumor mill since
they were teens.

PARIS AND NICKY HILTON : SETH BROWARNIK/WIREIMAGE.COM.

HER VICTIM’S SIDE

BREAK THE HABIT
If you gossip, this is how to quit!

step 1: stop and think
The next time you hear a juicy rumor
that you’re tempted to pass along,
ask yourself, Is it true? Could it hurt
someone if I repeated it? Just
remembering the consequences is a
powerful incentive to zip your lips.

step 2: speak up
When you’re around other people
who are gossiping, do the right thing.
Tell them, “It’s not fair to talk about
someone unless we were there—how do
we know what really happened?”

PEREZ HILTON AND OLSEN : COURTESY OF PEREZHILTON.COM. HILTON AND RICHIE: DONATO SARDELL A/WIREIMAGE.COM. HUDSON AND KNOWLES: STEVE GRANITZ/WIREIMAGE.COM.

perez hilton and
mary-kate olsen
look like BFFs, but the
blogger (real name
Mario Lavandeira) has
posted mean gossip
about MK’s eating
habits and style sense.

step 3: make amends

THE REAL IMPACT OF GOSSIP
Being talked about can be so hurtful. Here’s why.

shame
Even if the rumors aren’t true, the victim may not
be able to live them down for years. And if they
happen to be spread online to even more
people, the pain will only be magniﬁed.

WEB EXTRA

ostracism

Do you
gossip too m
uch?
Find out at

Gossip can totally distort other people’s
views of the victim. So even if you know
that you should take a rumor with a grain
of salt, others may believe it’s true—and snub
or abuse the person as a result.

seventeen.com/
quizzes.

If you get caught spreading mean stuff,
be brave and apologize to the victim’s
face. Just say, “I’m so sorry I hurt you—
I didn’t mean to get caught up in the
drama.” She’ll feel less alone.

fo r e ve r y o

ne

spread the love

The only way to truly
balance out the negative
things we dish about is to
say something positive—
and hope it spreads just
as fast! Every time you
hear something mean, say
something nice about paris hilton and
nicole richie
a person. Karma!

reportedly had a falling
out over gossip—
but managed to save
their friendship.

embarrassment
The victim can feel violated that someone
betrayed her trust—and humiliated that everyone
knows her business. It’s hard to regain
a sense of conﬁdence if you know people are
talking about you.

READER EDITOR
“Writing this sidebar made me
realize how easily we all pass
along gossip without considering
who we could be hurting.”
–kate, 18

17 EXPERTS: Lyrissa Lidsky, a professor at the University of Florida Levin College of Law who
specializes in Internet defamation; Charles Walker, Ph.D., a social psychologist and professor at
St. Bonaventure University who specializes in rumors and gossip.

jennifer hudson and
beyoncé knowles
appeared side by side at
events to quash gossip
that Beyoncé was
jealous of Jennifer.

real life
MY LIFE

‘‘what it’s

reallylike in

rehab’’

Emily’s partying didn’t make headlines
like Britney’s or Lindsay’s, but she needed
help all the same. AS TOLD TO melissa daly

M

THE FIRST DAY: CHECKING IN
On May 11, I arrived at Comprehensive
Alcoholism Rehabilitation Programs
(CARP). When I got there, I talked to a
psychiatrist, who checked for mental
problems by asking me questions like
whether I’d ever thought of suicide,
what year it was, and who the president
was. Then they did a drug test,
which was positive for, like, everything.

112
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I was totally
ou t o f
control.

high times
Left: Partying landed
Emily, 16, in residential
treatment. Top: Today
she says, “I can’t describe
how great my life is.”

Next they went through my stuff to
take away things like tank tops (they
can be a gang symbol where the rehab
center is located), makeup, and CDs. It
was such an invasion of privacy! There
were other rules too—no cussing or
talking about sex. There were cameras
in the halls and microphones in the
bedrooms. I shared my room with three
of the other six girls in the program. We
weren’t locked in, but most girls, like me,
were there because their parents had
gotten court orders forcing them to go.
I started out at Level Zero, which
meant I had no privileges. Each week,
they said, they’d evaluate my behavior
and move me up or down. At Level One
I’d get to send and receive mail and
make one phone call a week. From Level
Two through Four I’d get more phone
calls, visitations, and home visits.

That first night I couldn’t sleep. My
mattress was plastic and foam, and the
room was too dark. I was already so
homesick. Even though I was raging mad
at them, I missed my parents.

7:30 A.M.: WAKE-UP CALL
We were woken up by
an attendant talking over the
loudspeaker. After breakfast came
morning group, where we
talked about how we
WEB EXTRA
Need help?
were all getting along
Fin
substance-ab d
us
and how we were doing.
resources at e
seventeen.com/
For the first few days,
rehab.
my answer was “really,
really bad.” I was having
withdrawal symptoms, like sweats,
vomiting, and massive stomachaches.
I thought, Please, God, just bring me
anything to get high and make this stop.

“CELEBS IN REHAB” PHOTOS, OPPOSITE PAGE: (SPE ARS) X17AGENCY.COM ; (LOHAN) O’NEILL/WHITE/INFGOFF.COM ;
(CONNER) JENNIFER MITCHELL/SPL ASH NEWS. SOURCE FOR CONNER QUOTES: L ARRY KING LIVE (FEBRUARY 5, 2007) .

y friends and I used
to hang out behind
the movie theater in
Delray Beach,
Florida, where I live.
We were only 13, but we met some
older guys there, and I started
smoking pot and drinking with them
to look “cool.” At first it was just on
weekends, but then I began doing it
more often, until being sober actually
felt weird. Soon I was using ecstasy
and entire boxes of over-the-counter
drugs. I even went to school high.
One night in April 2005, I came
home all messed up, and my mom
confronted me, crying. “You’re going to
rehab! I don’t care what you say!” she
yelled. I was so angry at her for making
me go. But at the same time I kind
of wanted to—I was falling deeper and
deeper into this hole. I thought any
kind of change might help me get out.

real life

10 A.M.–3 P.M.: SCHOOL
Even though it was summer, we took
regular classes, with lunch in between.

3 P.M.–9 P.M.: GROUP THERAPY
The counselors spoke about topics
like the health effects of drugs, or we’d
role-play situations that had happened
with our parents. Sometimes a Level
Four girl would just lead an open
discussion about things that had
made us mad or how we were feeling
in general. For the first couple months,
I was like, Spare me—I’ve heard
it all before. After dinner at 6, we had
even more groups.

9 P.M.–10 P.M.: AA
There were Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
or Narcotics Anonymous (NA) meetings
each night, in which recovering addicts
told their stories. Some were really
inspirational, like one woman who went
from being a homeless drug addict to

art therapy
Writing in her journal
helped Emily through the
recovery process. She’d
filled two thick volumes
by the end of her stay.

do drugs. All the people who told those
recovery stories—that could be me. I
decided I had to start trying. I talked to
my counselor more, and I told the group
that I was ready to have a better life.
One night the NA/AA speaker was a girl
who was kind of punk rock, like me, so I
asked her to be my sponsor (a current
AA member who guides a new member).

I thought, I’m not going to
get anywhere here if I
still want to do drugs.
being a millionaire once she got clean.
I was supposed to stay only for
my court order of 60 days. But then my
parents and counselors agreed that I
wasn’t yet recovered, so they had it
renewed. I was so pissed, I blew up at
them. But I knew it wouldn’t do any
good; I was stuck there and figured
I’d better make the best of it. Not long
after that, I woke up one day and
thought, I’m not going to get anywhere
here or on the outside if I still want to

That was one criterion counselors used
to decide if you were ready to get out.

WEEKENDS: PARENT MEETINGS

On Saturdays we had one-on-one
sessions with our counselors (and
sometimes our parents) to work
through issues and plan for life at
home. After six long months, my
counselor felt that my attitude had
changed and that I’d reconnected with
my mom and dad. That’s when she told
me, “You’re going home.” I
best part of recovery?
was so happy! I was ready
“My new friends,”
says Emily (front row,
to be sober for good.
fourth from left, with her
But then a month after
drama club), “will
always be there for me.”
I left, I went to a party,
and I relapsed. That set
off an eight-month binge of
pot, coke, ecstasy, acid,
and mushrooms. My mom
suspected it, but I just
lied when she asked. It
went on until one night in

August 2006. I was lying on a couch at
a party, feeling like death. I kept asking
myself, What would happen to my
parents if I died? Before, I hadn’t cared
if my mom cried when I came home
high. But the months of therapy made
me realize how selfish I’d been. The
next day I threw away my drugs, and I’ve
been clean ever since. Now I have
nearly straight A’s, a good relationship
with my parents, and great new friends.
Rehab was the worst, but because of it,
I’m happier than I’ve ever been. 17

CELEBS IN REHAB
Even stars need help sometimes.

Britney Spears
She spontaneously
shaved her head in
February and reportedly
checked into rehab
three times in one week.

Lindsay Lohan
“I made a proactive
decision to take care of
my health,” she said in
January, after drinking
landed her in treatment.

Miss USA 2006
“It’s a big community
feeling,” said Tara
Conner, 21, of her stint
in rehab for alcoholism.
“They were like family.”
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scarlett
page 116

She looks so beautiful
in pictures (like her
Louis Vuitton ad, here),
but we got to know the
girl behind the glamour.

hair today
page 136

Our design director fell
in love with a story
about fashion icons, so
it got us thinking,
Who inspires our hair?

17
white now
page 132

Shelby won our model
contest (that’s her
entry photo above)! Her
bright hair and glowing
skin look amazing with
spring’s white clothes.

skinny scandal

“HAIR TODAY” PHOTOS (FROM LEF T) : TIME & LIFE PICTURES/GET T Y IMAGES; STEVE SCHAPIRO/CORBIS; LIZ VON HOENE.
“SCARLET T” PHOTO : (INSET) RUVEN AFANADOR. “PL AY CLOTHES” PHOTOS : ( MAIN AND FILM STRIP) COLIENA RENTMEESTER;
(GRAFFITI) GET T Y IMAGES; ( MARC BY MARC JACOBS) MCV PHOTO. “SKINNY SCANDAL” PHOTOS: GET T Y IMAGES (3) . “HOW TO
FALL IN LOVE” PHOTO : KEN MA ZUR/WIREIMAGE. “WHITE NOW” PHOTO : (INSET) JEFFERY JONES.

page 146

Everyone’s talking
about how thin runway
models are getting. We
wanted to talk about
how it’s affecting you.

how to fall in love
page 122

If cool girls like Cam
and Drew can go
totally boyfriend-free
for a while, so can you.

play clothes
page 124

We loved the hair at the
Marc by Marc Jacobs
show (right) so much,
we couldn’t wait to try
it in one of our stories!

ON SCARLETT:
Dress, Betsey
Johnson; earrings,
Roxanne Assoulin
for Lee Angel.

scarlett
scarlett
scarlett

scarlett
scarlett

scarlett
scarlett
scarlett

She’s got critics and A-list guys eating out of the palm of her hand.
But what we really want to know is if Justin Timberlake is one of them.

hether she’s teasing Justin
Timberlake in the video for
“What Goes Around . . . Comes
Around” or suspended on a
swing in a Louis Vuitton ad, it’s hard not to think
of Scarlett Johansson, 22, as so cool and mature
that she’s almost untouchable. But that’s just her
on-screen thing. The real Scarlett is a carefree,
mascara-obsessed “beauty freak,” who had her
first kiss during a game of spin the bottle at 11
and who loves flirting with guys and hanging
out with friends just as much as she adores her
career. The role closest to her life is the smart
young woman she plays in her new film, The
Nanny Diaries (out on April 20), who is just
trying to balance a crazy job with a little

W

By Holly Eagleson

Photographs by Ruven Afanador
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romance (sound familiar?). Cuddled up in a cashmere
sweater (she collects them!) and snacking on Cheerios,
Scarlett opens up about her first love, her hidden
talent, and the real deal about her relationships with
Josh Hartnett and Justin.

17: That kind of personality probably helps
you be a better actor. But did you ever want to
do anything besides act?
SJ: Well, as a kid I wanted to work in the supermarket
checkout line ’cause I was obsessed with the scanner,
swooshing products over it. But I’m sure the reality of
scanning at the supermarket isn’t as exciting.
17: Your character, Annie, in The Nanny Diaries
can’t seem to ﬁgure out what to do with her life.
Can you relate to that?
SJ: I think it’s a strange phenomenon young women
are facing now because they have a lot of opportunity.
It’s a wonderful thing, but at the same time most
colleges don’t provide places for people to be creative
and explore all of these options and then focus on
how they could apply that to a real job, you know? I
think she’s in the same situation a lot of friends of
mine are in. They’re getting out of college, and they
don’t know how to apply their interest to a job.
17: Do you still keep in touch with your childhood
friends from New York?
SJ: Yeah. I have this one friend who remembers
every dorky thing I did, like the disgusting guy I had
a crush on or the time I ran around an apartment
complex in my underwear!
17: When you’re hanging out with your friends,
what are you most likely to be doing?
SJ: Most of the time we watch movies, paint our
toenails, gossip. All that good stuff. I went on a trip
recently to the Caribbean with three of my really close
girlfriends, and I took a bunch of ﬁlms with me, like
Dirty Dancing, The Princess Bride, and The Shining.
17: Do you get to do that a lot?
SJ: It’s so important to go away with your friends—
it’s really the most relaxing thing you can do. We
liked to veg some nights; other nights we’d go out to
dinner or out dancing and go to a nightspot.
17: Are you a good dancer?
SJ: I think I’ve got some fantastic moves!
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I
always
“
think I’m right . . . and

“

17: You come off as super-sophisticated, yet
you’re sitting around eating dry Cheerios!
Scarlett Johansson: I’m a little bit of an adult and
still a bit of a kid. I hope I never lose the enthusiasm
for things like road trips and Cheerios.

I’m usually

wrong!

ON SCARLETT:
Dress, Maticevski;
tank (underneath),
Juicy Couture; earrings,
Erickson Beamon.

17: What’s your signature dance?
SJ: Probably the running man!

end, it’s painful. It’s sad. I don’t feel it’s necessary to let
the world know who I’m dating or how it’s going.

17: You’re getting props for being a curvy girl
at a time when everyone is stick thin. Have you
always been comfortable with your body?
SJ: I think that, especially as somebody in the public
eye—but as a woman ﬁrst and foremost—it’s so difﬁcult
to feel comfortable in the body you have. You always
want to look a different way, taller or thinner,
whatever it may be. I still struggle with it. I think

17: Okay, but what about those rumors that you
started dating Justin after shooting his video?
SJ: We live in a world today where if two people are
single—and one’s a guy and one’s a girl and they’re both
famous—you’re going to be linked with somebody. If
it’s somebody one week, it’s going to be somebody else
the next week. It’s either me or Jessica Biel. [Laughs.]

Scarlett with Nicholas Art
in The Nanny Diaries.

“I’m a little bit of an adult
and still a bit of a kid.”
everybody does. But it changes as you mature. My
body image has deﬁnitely gotten better as I’ve grown.
I think a lot of actors are just too thin—it’s over-thetop recently. It didn’t used to be that way, even 10 years
ago. I don’t know what happened, but I have conﬁdence
it will pass. I think it’s just a fashion thing.
17: What would you say is your favorite thing
about yourself?
SJ: Other than my ability to do the running man and
the fact that I can sing all the words to Salt ‘N’ Pepa
songs? [Laughs.] I think it’s that I ﬁnd beauty
in unusual things, like hanging your head out the
window or sitting on a ﬁre escape.
17: What’s your least favorite thing about you?
SJ: I’m very stubborn. It’s good to stand up for what
you believe, but I think being adamant and being
stubborn are two very different things.
17: That’s probably good in your work, but is it
ever hard for you to compromise in relationships?
SJ: I would say I compromise quite easily, but if you
asked other people, they might say I’m impossible. I’m
always willing to compromise. I’m not a control freak.
But I always think I’m right. [Laughs.] And most of the
time I’m usually wrong!
17: Josh Hartnett called your breakup last fall
“really painful.” How does it feel to hear that?
SJ: I didn’t know he said that. But to see a relationship
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17: So now that you’re single, are you focused on
finding a boyfriend again?
SJ: When I’m single, I don’t focus. I focus on a guy if he’s
a boyfriend, but I don’t focus on finding a boyfriend.
They’re never around when you want them. [Laughs.]
17: Are you pretty assertive when it comes to
meeting guys?
SJ: It depends on how they make me feel. If someone is
straightforward with me, I’m very conﬁdent. But if he’s
playing a weird mind game, I get very self-conscious.
17: Do you think it’s a good idea to play it coy with
a guy to keep him interested?
SJ: I can’t stand mind games. But I think you should
be mysterious and ﬂirtatious. You should always have
some mystery in a relationship. You don’t wanna know
what the person’s thinking all the time. And you don’t
want him to know what you’re thinking all the time.
17: What was your ﬁrst love like?
SJ: I was lucky I found a great boyfriend in high
school. We were together for two and a half years—I
totally thought we were going to be together forever,
which is how it should be.
17: Why did you split?
SJ: I was young, things happen—nothing tragic. I just
grew up. I changed, he didn’t.
17: What did the experience teach you?
SJ: It taught me that it’s important not to lose who you
are in a relationship just because it’s nice to cuddle with
somebody. You have to constantly say, Does this person
make me happy? Am I comfortable with who I am in this
relationship? For true happiness, you’re conﬁdent that
he’s not gonna let you down or make you feel stupid—he’s,
like, your partner. That’s how you know you’re happy. 17

FREE JEWELRY!
One reader will win the Roxanne Assoulin for
Lee Angel necklace and Helen Ficalora earrings
that Scarlett wears on the cover!
Go to seventeen.com/freebies to enter.

FASHION ST YLIST: NICOLE CHAVEZ FOR URBANSIRENAGENCY.COM. MAKEUP: MAT THEW VANLEEUWEN FOR AVANTGROUPE.COM. HAIR : DAVID BABAII FOR AVANTGROUPE.COM. MANICURE: TOM BACHIK FOR CLOUTIER/ENTIT Y BE AUT Y. PHOTOS, THIS PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEF T) :
JASON WINSLOW/SPL ASH NEWS; FLYNETPICTURES.COM ; INFGOFF.COM ; X17AGENCY.COM ; JAMES DEVANEY/WIREIMAGE.COM ; GOFFINF.COM ; RYAN TURGEON/INFGOFF.COM ; LISA MAUCERI/FILMMAGIC.COM ; INFGOFF.COM. THE NANNY DIARIES (OPPOSITE PAGE) : THE WEINSTEIN COMPANY.

scarlett’s secret side!
Check out the fun stuff about this superstar that you don’t see on the screen.

she was in Seve

nteen in 1998

she’s got a nose ring

she has a twin brother

she’s into ’60s folk music
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she has a Chihuahua
enteen.com/
scarlett.

scary!!

she’s obsessed with Halloween
she loves to wear
a ponytail
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t’s Saturday night. Your best friend is snuggled
on the couch with her boyfriend—but you don’t
have a guy right now. And all you can think
about is why . . . and how much you want one.
So you text a bunch of girls who are headed to
a party—where there are bound to be guys. You put on
your sexiest heels, your prettiest lip gloss, and your
cutest party top. Tonight, you vow, you will hook up!
Sound like your typical weekend? With all the
pressure you’re putting on yourself, there is no way
you can be in the proper mind-set to meet a guy who’s
truly right for you. Always thinking about where to
meet guys, how to impress them, and how to make
them like you doesn’t leave time for much else! When
your social life totally revolves around guys—or you
start going for ones you barely like just because it’s
better than not having anything romantic going on
at all—a vacation from dating might be just what you
need to get reenergized . . . and eventually land the
perfect guy. Here’s how to try it.

step 1
Start small.
One day this week take yourself off the market and
do whatever you want to do, without even thinking
about the guy-related ramifications. Will your
outfit get his attention? Who cares? You like it, so
you’re wearing it! Will more guys be at the skate
park or at the mall after school? Who cares? You
feel like lying out on your deck and reading a book!
By bedtime you’ll realize that the day wasn’t a total
wash just because you didn’t flirt with any guys,
and you’ll remember how fun it is just to tune into
your random impulses and favorite habits without
worrying about anyone else.

step 2

MAIN PHOTO: TODD MARSHARD.

Reconnect with friends.
Hanging out with your girls actually releases
megadoses of oxytocin, a bonding hormone in your
brain that helps you feel connected. Sure, you see
your friends every day, but it’s important to make
time for those super-intense sessions where you
really talk to each other (about something other
than guys!). You know they’re way more than just
wing-girls, so this weekend plan a night out with
only them. Get dressed up, and split appetizers and
desserts at a chichi restaurant. Go ahead and order
extra onions on your quesadillas—no boys to kiss
tonight, so it’s okay!

17 EXPERT: Brenda Della Casa, author of Cinderella Was a Liar (McGraw-Hill, 2006).

WEB EXTRA

step 3

Do you need
boyfriend br a
eak?
Find out at

seventeen.com/qui

zzes.

See guys as people.
Of course you don’t have to cut guys out of your
life altogether. Your next step is to begin thinking
of them as more than just date material. Start by
giving your full attention to whomever you’re
talking to, regardless of whether it’s someone who
could be a crush or someone you’d never consider
going out with. Now that you’re simply being
friendly, you don’t have to limit yourself to only
the drop-dead gorgeous ones or the guys who
are your “type.” Even if you’re not interested in
them romantically, you might actually really
like hanging out with them.
On the other hand, when the person you’re
talking to just happens to be the hottest guy ever,
you won’t have to feel anxious or intimidated,
because you’re not trying to impress him. It
doesn’t matter if he likes you–likes you, or likes
you as a friend. You’re just meeting new people
without caring about what comes next.
And when you do meet someone you like—
which is bound to happen, since you’ve gotten to
know yourself better and you’ve washed off the
stink of desperation—there is no reason the
two of you can’t become better friends. Give it a
few more weeks, and if it turns out you’re really
into him, that’s it, break’s over! When you want a
boyfriend—rather than feeling like you need one—
it’s a good sign that you’re ready for real love.

PS . . .
Already have a boyfriend?
You still need regular time on your own to stay
in touch with your inner hopes and drives and
make sure your relationship is what you want it to
be. Every now and then take a weekend off to
do your own thing, or proclaim every other Friday
a girls’ night. You’ll remember that your guy is
one great part of your life—not all of it. 17

“I DID IT!”
“After a bad breakup, I wanted to stay
single for a while. I found that once you’re
happy with your own life, your next
relationship doesn’t seem so stressful
because you know if it doesn’t work out,
you can still be content with yourself.”
–TONI, 18, CHINO HILLS, CA
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play
clohe
t s
Spending an afternoon with the boys is time
without style rules. So go on, layer something sexy
with something sporty—or mix daring with
sweet. It’s your day to just have fun with fashion!
photographs by coliena rentmeester
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jacket Sizes S–L, Yank,
$59, select Macy’s
shirt (underneath
jacket), sizes S–XL,
WD-NY, $98,
Lord & Taylor

ON GUYS: ALL CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES, THEIR OWN.

tank (underneath
shirt), sizes S–L,
Alternative, $30,
alternativeapparel.com
shorts Sizes S–L,
American Apparel, $22,
americanapparel.net
leggings Sizes XXS–L,
So Low, $48,
solowstyle.com
necklaces Heart
necklace, Claire’s, $6,
Claire’s stores; star
necklace, Girlprops,
$17, girlprops.com;
orange necklace,
American Eagle
Outfitters, $18, ae.com
shoes Sizes 5–11,
Charles Albert,
$34, delias.com

When every one of your pieces is
totally cute, mixing looks crazy-cool!

romper Sizes S–L,
Heritage 1981,
$23, Forever 21 stores
blouse (underneath
romper), sizes XS–L,
United Colors of Benetton,
$64, United Colors of
Benetton stores
leotard (underneath
blouse), Danskin,
go to danskin.com for
similar styles
bracelet Claire’s, $3,
Claire’s stores
belt Sizes S–XL,
Accessories for Target,
$10, select Target stores
shoes Sizes 5–10, Qupid,
$20, Wet Seal stores and
gojane.com

dress Sizes XS–L,
Le Tigre, $68,
letigreusa.com
cami (underneath),
sizes XS–XL,
Charlotte Tarantola,
$74, Nordstrom
leggings Sizes XS–XL,
Uniqlo, $30,
877-486-4756
belt Sizes S–XL,
Rainbow, $8,
Rainbow stores
shoes Sizes 5–11, Vans,
$60, vans.com/girls
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At the end of
the day, fashion
should reflect
how you feel.
And this comfy
outfit is carefree.
jacket Sizes S–XL,
Free Country, $59,
select Macy’s
tank Sizes XS–XL,
Realitee, $28,
nordstrom.com
shorts Sizes XS–XL,
Delia’s, $19, delias.com
necklace Urban
Outfitters, $20,
Urban Outfitters stores
belt Sizes S–XL,
Nine West, $28,
Nine West stores
shoes Sizes 5–11,
Bakers, $60,
Bakers stores and
bakersshoes.com
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jumper dress
Sizes XS–XL, UFO, $54,
bewild.com
blouse (underneath
jumper dress),
sizes XS–L,
Le Tigre, $62,
letigreusa.com
shirt (underneath
blouse), sizes XS–L,
Pulcini, $64,
shopkitson.com
belt Sizes S and M,
Le Tigre, $16,
letigreusa.com
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Fashion Stylist: Christine Baker
Hair: Bertrand W at Avantgroupe.com
Makeup: Jennifer Pitt at Avantgroupe.com
Production: Stardust Visions, Los Angeles

hoodie Sizes XS–XL,
Charlotte Tarantola,
$97, select Macy’s
white tank Sizes
XS–XL, Nike, $55,
nikewomen.com
leopard-print tank
Sizes S–L, B.B. Dakota,
$26, Up Against the
Wall stores
skirt Sizes 0–13,
Roxy, $48, Quiksilver/
Roxy stores

ON MODEL: NECKLACES, HER OWN.

shoes Sizes 5–10,
Qupid, $20, gojane.com

Showing a bit of leopard is like having
a sexy secret you might want to share.

WHITE NOW

17

Reader el
Mod
Contest
in partners

hip with

WINNER!

What’s fresh, modern,
and totally sweet?
Spring’s white-hot
new looks . . . and
Shelby Howard, 15, of
Jupiter, Florida, who
won our contest to be a
Ford model and the
new face of Seventeen!
Photographs by Jeffery Jones
top Sizes 0–10, Mint
Jodi Arnold, $290,
Neiman Marcus,
Beverly Hills, CA;
800-365-7989
shorts Sizes S–L,
Bebe, $89, bebe.com
socks Sizes 1–2,
Hue, $5, Macy’s
shoes Sizes 6–10,
Delman, $375,
delmanshoes.com

‘‘

I love simple,
understated
pieces—they
look so elegant.

‘‘

dress Sizes 0–10,
Jill Stuart, $448,
Jill Stuart boutique,
New York, NY; call
212-343-2300 to order
socks Via Spiga by
Leg Resource,
$8, 877-347-6257
shoes Sizes 5–11, Nine
West, $79, ninewest.com
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‘‘

I wear lots
of white—it
feels so beachy
and clean!

‘‘

top Sizes 0–12,
Rebecca Taylor, $320,
neimanmarcus.com
bermuda shorts
Sizes 0–12, Julie Haus,
$255, Oak Hall,
Memphis, TN; call
901-761-3580 to order
shoes Sizes 6–11,
Baby Phat by Kimora
Lee Simmons, $70,
babyphat.com
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Fashion Stylist: Jessica Moriber
Hair: Alejandra for Artists/Phyto
Makeup: Elisa Flowers for
M.A.C Cosmetics
Still Lifes: Jesus Ayala/Studio D
and Jay Muckle/Studio D
Still Lifes Stylist: Christy Alcebo

DO IT WHITE

Here’s how to get the white look without spending a lot of green!
lip gloss Mark
Hook Up Mints &
Glow Baby Glow
Luxe Lip Gloss, $10,
meetmark.com

dress Sizes S–L,
Heritage 1981,
$28, Forever 21
stores

purse Super Trader, Inc.,
$14, lulusfashionlounge.com

necklace
Girlprops, $4,
girlprops.com

nail polish
Revlon Sweet
Nothings Radiant
Lacquer in Satin
Sheets, $7,
drugstores

lotion Le Couvent
des Minimes
Moisturizing Body
Milk, $16, Bath &
Body Works stores

top Sizes 0–18,
American Eagle
Outfitters, $35,
American Eagle
Outfitters stores

belt Sizes S–L, XOXO,
$50, xoxo.com

eyeshadow L’Oréal
Paris HIP High
Intensity Pigments
Shocking Shadow
Pigments in Restless,
$15, drugstores

skirt Sizes S–L,
Mimi Chica, $54,
mimichica.com

body spray
Issey Miyake
L’Eau d’Issey
Moisturizing
Body Mist, $48,
Nordstrom

shoes Sizes 6–12,
Charles Albert, $25,
Rainbow stores

shorts Sizes 1–13, Kenzie Girl,
$38, Nordstrom and Parisian

17 Tip
The key to this look
is sideswept bangs—your
shortest layer should hit
between your eyes and
your chin to pull off
Farrah’s signature flip.
Turn to page 144 for
step-by-step directions
to get this look.

TODAY
You’re inspired by celeb styles, but
did you ever wonder who inspires
them? We went to the source to help
you create your own iconic look!
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By Desi Gallegos Photographs by Liz Von Hoene

ON MODEL: TOP, TRIPLE FIVE SOUL.

Hair

FAWCETT: DOUGLAS KIRLAND/CORBIS. HILTON: EVERETT COLLECTION. MILIAN: JAMES DEVANEY/WIREIMAGE. MADONNA: FREDERIC NEBINGER/ABACA. SIMPSON: GEORGE PIMENTEL/WIREIMAGE. RICHIE: ROBERT C. MORA/WIREIMAGE.
UNION: WIREIMAGE. ALBA: KEVIN MAZUR/WIREIMAGE.
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SHAKIRA

ASHLEY OLSEN

BEYONCÉ KNOWLES

RIHANNA

SARAH JESSICA PARKER

JENNIFER LOPEZ

JENNIFER HUDSON

ROSS: HULTON-DEUTSCH/CORBIS. OLSEN: GETTY IMAGES. LOPEZ: CELEBRITYPHOTO.COM. HUDSON: STEVE GRANITZ/WIREIMAGE. PARKER: GETTY IMAGES. KNOWLES: MICHAEL CAULFIELD/WIREIMAGE. SHAKIRA: ERIC CHABONEAU/WIREIMAGE. RIHANNA: STEPHANE CARDINALE/PEOPLE AVENUE/CORBIS.

DIA NA

ON MODEL: DRESS, FAVIANA.

17 Tip
Don’t brush your hair:
Whether you have
naturally tight curls or
create them with a curling
iron, once your hair is
curled, you should touch it
as little as possible. Turn
to page 144 for step-by-step
directions to get this look.
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17 Tip
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ON MODEL: DRESS, KAREN ZAMBOS.

Freshly trimmed hair is
crucial for this look—
when your style is stickstraight, it shows off any
damaged or split ends.
Turn to page 145 for
step-by-step directions
to get this look.

M AC GRAW: EVERETT COLLECTION. BILSON: TODD WILLIAMSON/FILMMAGIC. ARQUETTE AND ANISTON: MATT BARON/BEIMAGES. PALTROW: EVERETT COLLECTION. MENOUNOS: STEVE GRANITZ/WIREIMAGE. LOHAN: DONATO SARDELLA/WIREIMAGE. SIMS: GREGG D E GUIRE/WIREIMAGE. BRYANT: GETTY IMAGES.
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EVA MENDES

CORINNE BAILEY RAE

GWEN STEFANI

CHRISTINA AGUILERA

ELLEN POMPEO

SCARLETT JOHANSSON

NATALIE PORTMAN

MONROE: NEAL PETERS COLLECTION. BAILEY RAE: DAN M AC MEDAN/WIREIMAGE. JOHANSSON: JASON MERRITT/FILMMAGIC. POMPEO: DAVID LONGENDYKE/GLOBE PHOTOS. PORTMAN: DAVID SPRAGUE/LADN/WIREIMAGE. AGUILERA: KEVIN MAZUR/WIREIMAGE. MENDES: REUTERS/ERIC THAYER. STEFANI: KEVIN MAZUR/WIREIMAGE.
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17 Tip

ON MODEL: HALTER, EDRESSME.

To smooth this style,
spray hairspray directly
onto a paddle brush,
then run it through your
hair: It will tame flyaways
and loosen your curls.
Turn to page 145 for
step-by-step directions
to get this look.

Fashion Stylist: Sophie Colle
Hair: Greg Bitterman for Kérastase/
See Management
Makeup: Jodie Boland for M.A.C/
See Management
Still Lifes of Products: Chris Eckert/
Studio D; Aric Mayer
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Get The Look
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STEP 1

PREP

Spritz a volumizing spray
all over damp hair until
it’s completely saturated.
try: Kérastase
Volumactive Volume
Expansion Spray, $34,
kerastase.com

The

DIA NA
STEP 1

TAME

Apply a golf ball–size
amount of mousse to dry
hair from roots to ends to
bring out your curls.
try: Pantene Pro-V Style
Curl Deﬁning Scrunching
Mousse, $4, drugstores

STEP 2

DRY

Blow-dry hair with a metal
round brush to create loose
waves. Roll the brush upward
when doing your shortest
layer to create the ﬂip.
try: Revlon Thermal
Roundbrush, $5, drugstores

STEP 2

DEFINE

Wrap frizzy or messy curls that
need extra deﬁnition around a
¾" curling iron. To create even
more curls, use it on 1'' sections
all over. try: Hot Tools Ceramic
+ Titanium Spring Iron, $41,
beauty supply stores

STEP 3

HOLD

Finish by lightly misting
your hair with a high-hold
hairspray. Hold the can 10"
away for even coverage.
try: Aussie Sun-Touched
Shine Hi Hold + Hi Shine
Hair Spray, $3, drugstores

STEP 3

POLISH

Rub a dime-size amount of
shine serum onto your
hands, then gently rake your
ﬁngers through your curls
once. try: Nexxus Phyto
Organics Veneer Shine Drops,
$12, salons

Transform your everyday hair into modern versions
of these iconic styles in three easy steps!

The

A LI

STEP 1

SMOOTH

Apply a quarter-size
amount of gel to damp
hair from roots to ends,
then blow-dry straight.
try: Bumble & Bumble
Straight, $24,
bumbleandbumble.com

The

M A R ILY N

STEP 1

LIFT

Spritz volumizing spray
onto damp roots, then
blow-dry upside-down for lots
of volume.
try: John Frieda Sheer Blonde
Full-Blown Blonde Volumizing
Spray, $6, drugstores

STEP 2

STRAIGHTEN

Part your hair in the center,
then run a ceramic ﬂat-iron
over 3"-wide sections to
make it smooth and shiny.
try: Remington T Studio
Collection 1" Slim Active Ion
Flat Iron, $40, drugstores

STEP 2

CURL

Put hair in hot rollers (place
the largest on top of your
head and roll forward), and
let them cool.
try: Conair Inﬁniti
Tourmaline Ceramic Flocked
Rollers, $50, drugstores

STEP 3

FINISH

Spritz your hair with a
light shine spray. Hold the
bottle 8" away and apply
to your ends until they’ve all
been spritzed once.
try: Tresemmé No Frizz
Shine Spray, $4, drugstores

STEP 3

SET

After you remove the
rollers, evenly mist your
hair with an aerosol
hairspray from 10" away
to hold your curls.
try: Inﬁnium by L’Oréal
Professionnel, $18, salons

“[Models] are way
too thin. It is only
bones that stick out!”
SCHIFFER
–SUPERMODEL CL AUDIA

scary skinny
Some models are
naturally thin, but
others struggle to
meet standards their
bodies can’t handle.
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These days the fashion world seems totally obsessed with super-thin models.
But when runway girls are glorified for being just skin and bones, does that make
the rest of us feel worthless if we’re not? By Holly Eagleson
JUST AS STYLE TRENDS COME AND GO (BOOT-CUT LEGS! NO, SKINNY JEANS!),
the body shapes of the models who wear them can shift on a whim. And lately more
and more girls are so thin, they have ribs you can visibly count. So why does
this matter to you? Even if you know it’s a model’s job to be skinny—and it’s your
job to be your bright and talented self—as models’ body sizes shrink, your
confidence could be disappearing too. Think about it: From fashion TV
networks to glossy couture ads, you’re bombarded with images of models
representing the “ideal.” If you don’t look like them, you may feel you
don’t deserve a life as great as theirs seem—or that you should
change your body to look like theirs do. Sometimes the pressure
to reach for unattainable thinness is more subtle. You might
not even realize you’ve become more critical of your
shape and less at peace with your body. At Seventeen
we’re taking a stand by using healthy girls of all
sizes to model the latest trends. And we show
you how to dress so you love your figure—
not “fix” it. But as long as designers
create clothes they think look best on
super- sma l l bod ies a nd model
agents pressure girls to stay
thin, we’ll be surrounded by
s k i n ny mo de l s. He r e’s
what you need to know
t o get a ba l a nce d
perspective and to
keep a healthy
body and
mind.

life in pictures
Amanda (in a
modeling pic from
2000 at left) is now a
little heavier but so
much happier.

MODEL
LIFE

Think only super-skinny looks pretty?
Former model Amanda Kerlin says
there’s a scary side to staying so thin.

When I was 16, I moved into an
apartment my modeling agency
rented for six up-and-coming models. I was
surrounded by super-thin girls who would give
you dirty ‘I’m better than you because I’m
thinner than you’ looks. It was so intimidating.
And the only adults around were bookers or
clients at castings who constantly asked, ‘Can you lose weight?’ and who’d get mad if you didn’t fit into their
size-2 and size-4 clothes. There was a lot of pressure to be skinny. So some girls would barely eat—they’d
party and do cocaine all night and then have just a bagel and cream cheese or raw vegetables and yogurt for
the day. I was six feet tall and 135 pounds, but as I naturally grew hips and bigger breasts, I felt like I
couldn’t let my normal development happen. My agency told me, ‘We want you to lose an inch or two,’ and
when I couldn’t lose it right away, they’d ask me to come in every week to get measured. It would freak me
out for the entire week—and God forbid if I
NOW
had my period and was a little bloated! But
even if I’d had zero percent body fat, my agents
would have thought I was too heavy because
my body was naturally larger than some
THEN Crystal Renn was
discovered at 14 by a
other girls’. After six years, I didn’t have
top modeling agent.
the drive to stay super-skinny anymore—
After he told her to
lose 10 inches from
I felt like I was constantly being watched.
her hips, she starved
So I left the industry to study art. But
herself and worked
naturally beautiful
out up to eight hours
Crystal Renn with
when I look at my body, I still think that
Jean Paul Gaultier
a day to get down
if I don’t look like the waifs on the runway,
at his 2006 spring/
to an alarming 95
summer show.
pounds. But as her
I’m the fattest girl. It really damages
body began to
your psyche! But I remind myself that
rebel—her hair thinned, her skin dried out, and
she stopped getting her period—she decided to no longer abuse
curves are beautiful. And I’ve realized
it, and she let it become its natural size. Recently, at age 20 and
there is so much more you can do in life:
a size 12, she snagged Dolce & Gabbana’s high-profile spring/
summer 2006 campaign and walked the runway for legendary
You should never go to extreme
designer Jean Paul Gaultier. “I was a lot more comfortable with
measures to look like a model.
who I was,” she said about life after gaining weight. “That

“The pressure to be
thin really damages
!”
your psyche!”

SUCCESSSTORY

–AMANDA IS THE COAUTHOR OF THE NOVEL
SECRETS OF THE MODEL DORM (ATRIA, 2007).
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[comfort] boosted my career because I became a better model.”

KERLIN : COURTESY OF KERLIN (2) . RENN : (“NOW”) ASSOCIATED PRESS; (“THEN”) DAVID GUBERT. “FOOD FOR THOUGHT” PHOTO : ELIZ ABETH LIPPMAN. BANKS : JEFFREY MAYER/WIREIMAGE.COM. DICKINSON : TODD WILLIAMSON/FILMMAGIC.COM.
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I hope [talking about
skinny models] will help
girls. . . . It’s possible to be crueler
to yourself than you would
be to your worst enemy.

–NATALIA VODIANOVA
SUPERMODEL
After she started modeling, Natalia
says she began to hate her body—no
matter how thin she got. Now she’s on
a mission to protect girls’ health!

I still feel hot. . . . I think
there’s more power in
embracing what I am now
and showcasing that.

food for thought
Models are being
encouraged to eat at
shoots and shows.

–TYRA BANKS
TOP MODEL/TALK-SHOW HOST
At 5 feet 10 inches and 160 pounds,
Tyra looks amazing, and she’s happy she
doesn’t have to “live up to that model
standard anymore.”

SHAME ON YOU!
I’m dying to find kids
who are too thin. I’ve got
42 models in my agency, and I’m
trying to get them to lose weight.
In fact, I wish they’d come
down with some anorexia.

–JANICE DICKINSON
FORMER SUPERMODEL AND
CURRENT AGENCY OWNER

HOWTHEINDUSTRYISCHANGING
backstage improvements

●

February’s
New York shows served plenty of H2O and healthy foods.
Smoking and alcohol were also discouraged. (They still
have some work to do, though: A diet-pill company was a
sponsor of L.A.’s fall 2006 Fashion Week!)

●

monitoring minors Now models in New

York must be 16 to walk in runway shows, and to curb
sleeplessness during the events, girls under 18 can’t be at
fittings or shoots past midnight. They also must have
regular breaks and rest, so their bodies aren’t too stressed.

●g

lobal efforts

After three South American
models died of anorexia-related health problems,
Spanish and Italian fashion-week organizations banned
models with a body-mass index (BMI) under 18. (BMI is a
calculation of weight in relation to height—anything
under 18.5 is considered unhealthy.) Spanish government
officials and designers have also agreed not to show
clothing under a size 6 in shop windows.

what you think
THEY AFFECTED ME! “I see all these
skinny models and then look in the
mirror and feel like I’m obese—even
though I’m normal. I hate how it’s
impossible for a girl to like herself these
days. I just want us to grow up being okay
with our bodies!” –DEANNA, 16, CLINTON, NJ

DOESN’T BOTHER ME!
“It’s unfair to hate naturally
skinny models. It’s like me
complaining that they’re too
tall just because I wish I could
grow a couple more inches.”
–SARAH, 17, FALLS CHURCH, VA
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fun stuff
go ahead,
laugh it off!
Everyone has had humiliating moments.
Read ’em and crack yourself up!

HE SAYS/SHE SAYS

“

“
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I was at a store and a weirdlooking girl commented on a dress
I was admiring. I told her it would look
great on her. Then she glared at me and
said, ‘I’m a guy. I was going to
buy this for my girlfriend.’ Oops!

TRAUMARAMA

very personal shopper

name game

“I was at the mall one day with my
boyfriend and a few other friends, and
we wandered into Victoria’s Secret. I
was looking at thongs and found this
really sexy hot pink one. I turned
around without looking and jokingly
said to my boyfriend, ‘Hey, you should
wear this.’ Then I noticed it wasn’t
my boyfriend behind me—it was my
grandfather, who had come to pick me
up! I wanted to die. My friends won’t
let me forget about that incident!”

“One day I was really bored at my afterschool job, so I went online to a site
that explains the meaning behind
names and looked up mine. Then I
remembered my mom’s friend was
pregnant and looking for ideas for what
to call her baby, so I wrote down baby
names and listed some cool ones and
their meanings on paper. Later on I
went to my boyfriend’s house—and all
of a sudden his mom demanded to
know why I was looking at baby names.
I guess the sheet of paper fell out of
my pocket and made her think I was
pregnant! We had a really long talk
about safe sex after that.”

FRENCH KISS

“

My teacher prefers
that we e-mail him
our essays. I successfully
uploaded my paper on
the French Revolution
one day, and I was relieved
it had gone through—
usually I’m pretty bad
with computers. But then
he e-mailed me back
asking, ‘What does your
bikini have to do with the
French Revolution?’ I was
confused until I realized
that I had accidentally
attached the wrong ﬁle—
a picture of me in a
swimsuit, blowing a kiss to
the camera! It was
so embarrassing.

“

seeing red
“I had my period at school, and in
between classes I ran to the bathroom
to change my pad. While I was in there
the bell rang, which meant I was late
for class. For some reason, there
wasn’t a trash can in my stall, and I
couldn’t waste more time—so I tucked
the used pad in the small pocket of my
backpack and ran to class. Once I got
to my seat, I noticed the boy next to
me looking at me kind of weird. I
glanced down at my bag and saw that
I’d forgotten to close the zipper. Turns
out, the gross pad was in full view! I
could not believe that had happened.”

off the rack
“My friends and I were walking around
the mall when we saw a really hot guy
working at a CD store. We decided to
go in and flirt with him a little. The
manager kept glaring at us, so I
pretended I was looking at CDs. Then I
leaned on a rack behind me to look
cool. Turns out, it wasn’t bolted into
the ground—and everything fell,
including me. Hundreds of CDs
scattered across the floor. I looked up
from the middle of the pile, only to see
my friends bolt. They left me there to
face the hot guy and his boss!”

jet fuel
“I invited my best friend and two hot
guys to come hang out in the Jacuzzi at
my house. While the jets were still
running, I thought it would be safe to
let out a fart, because the bubbles
would look like they came from the
Jacuzzi. Little did I know, my friend had
just turned off the jets. To my horror
she asked, ‘Why are the jets still
running?’ I looked down and the only
bubbles were the ones coming out of
me! The guys started laughing, and I
was mortified.”

ﬁ re and brimstone
“One Sunday I had to carry one of
four ‘praise banners’ that are mounted
on the altar at church. Before the
service, I was supposed to take a flag
from the sanctuary to the back room.
As I was carrying it, I didn’t notice

TURN for more traumas!

fun stuff
TRAUMARAMA

the huge candle beside me, and my
banner brushed up against it,
catching fire! Everyone was trying to
blow out the flames while the fire
alarm went off. They had to delay the
entire service because of me.”

multitasker
“I was in the middle of taking a test,
and it was dead quiet in the room. I
really had to sneeze but was trying so
hard to keep it in. Finally I couldn’t
hold back anymore, and I let it out—
but at the end of my sneeze, I farted
really loud! Everyone heard it. Now my
new nickname is Snarty (sneeze and
fart mixed together). Horrible!”

butt double
“My best guy friend and I have this joke
where we’ll sneak up and pinch each
other. One day between classes I saw
him in the hall. So I crept up behind him
and pinched his butt pretty hard. He
jumped and turned around, but then
I realized it wasn’t my friend—it was
my history teacher! He looked at me
like I was crazy.”

go ﬁ sh
“My boyfriend took me to SeaWorld,
and we decided to go see the seals
first. He left and came back with a
tray of fish to feed them. While I was
tossing out the fish, my boyfriend
stepped back to take a picture, and
all of a sudden I saw this huge bird
flying toward me. It wanted the fish—
and basically attacked me to get
them! My boyfriend was laughing his
head off, telling me that he got a
hilarious picture of it all. Of course he
still has it today and shows everyone.”

puddle jumper
“One day my ex and his new girlfriend
came into the restaurant where I work.
I wanted to make him jealous, so I
went over to my new boyfriend, who
happened to be at another table.
I started flirting with him and laughing
to make it look like I was having fun.
During my little act I didn’t realize the
floor had been freshly mopped, and
just as I passed my ex’s table, I slipped
and fell right on my butt! Then I heard
his new girlfriend say, ‘I can’t believe

WEB EXTRA

you went out with that
girl!’ I was humiliated.”

Read a new
trauma ever
y da
at seventeen.co y

dailytrauma.

m/

urine trouble
“In eighth grade we had these little
scooters in our gym class. One day my
friend was pushing me on a scooter,
and we were going so fast that we
couldn’t stop. I went flying into the wall,
and I started laughing so hard that I
peed my pants! And if that wasn’t
embarrassing enough, my friend had to
tell the teacher—who happened to be
my crush’s mom—so that I could be
excused to change my clothes. People
who weren’t even in my grade were
talking about it for weeks.”

mistaken identity
“My friend and I were at a birthday
party for one of her relatives. I decided
to join in on a conversation, so I walked
up to one of the adults and made small
talk. I remarked, ‘Wow, you look really
great for being Shirley’s grandmother!’
She stared at me and then said,
‘I’m her aunt.’ Ouch! I apologized and
avoided her the rest of the night.” 17
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Horoscopes

by sally brompton
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Taurus girl: You’re stylish, sensible, and charming. Special trait: You love
to indulge in fancy things, like designer clothes. Little secret: You also
love to indulge in junk food. Best matches: Virgo, Capricorn, Pisces.
Best avoided: Leo, Libra, Aquarius. Lucky days in May: 1st, 15th, 25th.

taurus

gemini

cancer

April 20–May 20
The full moon on May 2 will bring out
your hidden envious streak in a major
way: A friend has been flirting with a
cute new guy at school, and you won’t
rest until his eyes are on you. The
truth is, this guy is not worth risking
a friendship for—so don’t bother
with him. Your friend will find out what
a dog he is soon enough.

May 21–June 20
This month you’ll need to make things
as exciting as possible. Your current
friends can’t help—they want to do
the same boring stuff—so you’ll have
to find fun elsewhere. Thankfully
Mercury in your sign from May 11 will
bring another hilarious Gemini into
your circle. This person will give you
the boost you’ve been looking for.

June 21–July 22
Do that wild and crazy thing you’ve
been dying to try around the new
moon on May 16. Yes, it’s way out of
character, and yes, you’ll be a little
embarrassed about it later. But
secretly you won’t care—and you’ll be
thrilled you overcame your shyness
for once in your life! It might even
bring out your daring nature for good.

leo

virgo

libra

July 23–August 22
For the past few weeks, you’ve held
back and instead let others enjoy the
spotlight—but now it’s time to return
to center stage! Around May 15
risk-taking Mars will reignite your
strong sense of adventure, so sign up
for the talent show or the school
play, and remind everyone what real
star quality looks like.

August 23–September 22
Okay, so things have been kind
of slow in the love department lately.
But there is a strong romantic vibe
in the air this month. On May 8
and 25, affectionate Venus will break
down your cool exterior and reveal
your passionate side—and lucky for
you, a really hot guy in one of your
classes will take notice.

September 23–October 22
Before May 15, you’ll charm people
off their feet in order to get this one
thing you want. But when someone
gets in your way, you won’t bother with
niceties—you’ll just take it. Your
headstrong attitude will make people
nervous, considering you’re usually
so levelheaded, but it’s okay to fight for
something you think is important.

scorpio

sagittarius
agittarius

c apricorn

October 23–November 21
Your emotions will be all over the
place when the moon is full in your
sign on May 2—you’ll be stressed
out one second, lost in thought
the next. But by the time of the new
moon on May 16, someone new
(and incredibly cute!) will have a very
calming influence over you and will
balance out your turbulent nature.

November 22–December 21
You’re typically easygoing, but you’ll
find you’re extra touchy this month.
First you’ll be fighting with your
family more than usual. Then a joke
that a good friend makes on May 20
will get under your ultrathin skin.
Freaking out won’t get you anywhere—
the best cure for your moodiness will
be to just have some fun.

December 22–January 19
No more Miss Goody Two-shoes—
you’re on a mission to let loose and
show people your spontaneous side.
The new moon on May 16 will
inspire you to take up a new hobby,
introduce yourself to new friends, and
actually approach that guy you’ve
worshipped from afar. Everyone will
love this more outgoing you.

aquarius

pisces

aries

January 20–February 18
Communicative Mercury is strong
in your chart between May 11
and 29, and you’ll be consumed with
an amazing new idea that’s going
to transform your life. If you’ve been
thinking about starting something
online, like your own blog, now is the
time to get on board. People actually do
want to hear what you have to say.

February 19–March 20
It’s not like you to be reckless, but the
full moon on May 2 will make you a
little more adventurous—and prompt
you to plan an outdoorsy expedition.
You may have a few bumps and
bruises to show for it by the end of
the month, but the moon in your sign
on May 10 shows that you’ll also
develop a few strong new friendships.

March 21–April 19
On any given day you have twice as
much energy as most other people—
but when Mars enters your sign on
May 15, your stamina will be through
the roof. What are you going to do with
it all? Here’s a thought: You know that
New Year’s resolution that never got off
the ground? The stars say that now
is the right time to get serious about it.

may astro news: Neptune, the planet of imagination, will bring a wave of interesting new movies, books, concerts, and TV shows
that you won’t want to miss. But don’t get so wrapped up in fantasyland that you lose focus on reality—the key this month is balance.
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Get your daily horoscope sent to your cell phone! Text 17 ASTRO to 83200. (Just $2.49 per month!)
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